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Abstract 

There is uncertainty whether blue cod (Parapercis colias) should be regarded as single stocks 

within the ten quota management areas around New Zealand as movement of blue cod is not well 

understood (Warren et al., 1997; Carbines, 1998). 

The dynamic pool assumption in fisheries management states that fish in each stock intermingle 

and breed, but in reality there may be several substocks within each area (Warren et al., 1997; 

Carbines, 1998). Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) data can be inaccurate for determining stock size 

of blue cod due to their patchy distribution, where serial depletion of substocks can mask 

indicators of overfishing. Fisheries independent data such as a multisample tag/recapture 

programme is likely to give more accurate estimates of fish populations than those from a single 

tagging event. The Jolly-Seber multiple tag/recapture method gave more accurate estimates for 

the blue cod population in Paterson Inlet than the Peterson method, with estimates becoming 

more precise with increased tag/recapture events. 

Carbines (1999) suggested blue cod in enclosed areas like Paterson Inlet and Marlborough 

Sounds move far less on average than those tagged in the open sea. Blue cod are also believed to 

differ in movement with size, where small blue cod move greater distances than larger territorial 

fish (Mutch, 1983). Blue cod showed localised movement of less than one kilometre in this study 

where movement only occurred within separate habitat patches. There appeared to be no 

evidence for size specific differences in net movement for blue cod inside the inlet. Movement 

data could prove useful in management of the blue cod fishery as it may help in determining 

whether stocks will replenish areas of reef where blue cod stocks have been depleted due to 

overfishing. 

Growth rates and length at age data are important for the fishery, as growth determines how long 

a fish will take to reach minimum legal size, or to an age when the fish is sexually mature. These 

results were gathered using growth increment data from tag recaptures. Growth rates of blue cod 

were 2.7 mm/month, reaching minimum legal size at 5 years of age. 

Blue cod in Paterson Inlet probably belong to the same stock, as there is a tendency for most fish 

to stay in the same habitat patch for extended periods. A multisample tag/recapture study for 

determining growth, movement and abundance may support better fisheries management by 

providing an insight into these important issues. 
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Chapter 1 1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Fisheries Management in New Zealand 

New Zealand's Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is the fourth largest in the world, extending 200 

nautical miles out from the coastline, measuring 1.3 million square nautical miles, more than 

fifteen times New Zealand's landmass. However the fisheries resources within the EEZ are not 

as abundant or as productive as they are in other parts of the world, due to factors such as a 

narrow continental shelf and a lack of coastal upwellings, with 72% of waters more than 1,000 

metres deep (Annala, 1996). 

New Zealand's marine ecosystems and species are highly diverse. Approximately 8000 marine 

species have been identified in New Zealand waters, including 964 species of fish, approximately 

2000 species of molluscs, 400 species of echinoderms, and 900 species of macroalgae. This 

results in a wide variety of marine flora and fauna distributed in marine communities along the 

continental margin. New Zealand's fisheries resources are valuable and of considerable interest 

to a wide range of New Zealanders. Maori have strong cultural ties with fisheries, which are 

recognised in common law, in legislation, and through the Treaty of Waitangi. Recreational 

fishers, environmentalists and the wider public also have considerable interest in fisheries issues. 

In less than thirty years the commercial fishing industry has expanded from a small, domestic 

industry to a billion dollar per year export business (Annala et al., 2001). Recreational fishers, 

who fish for pleasure, relaxation, and to gather food are also growing in number. These two 

factors result in steadily increasing demands on our fisheries. Fisheries are a renewable resource, 

but only if the marine environment, and the many species that depend on it for their survival, is 

carefully managed and effectively protected from overexploitation. 

The history of the last 150 years of non-Maori fisheries management in New Zealand is largely a 

tale of open access to what was seen as an unlimited resource. Until the 1970's, when concern 

grew over depletion of fish stocks and declining economic viability of the industry, the emphasis 

was on maximising production and net economic returns. Shortcomings of this open access 

approach to fisheries resources resulted in over-capitalisation and over-harvesting. This trend is 

seen in many overseas fisheries and is generally recognised as a major problem in fisheries, 

commonly referred to as the tragedy of the commons (Botsford et al., 1997). 
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1.1.1 Quota Management System 

During the 1980's increased awareness among New Zealander's that natural resources like 

fisheries were finite led to the introduction of a Quota Management System (QMS), the 

cornerstone of the fisheries management regime for the past decade. Coastal fisheries were 

heavily depleted in the two decades prior to 1985. Since the introduction of the QMS in 1986, 

most QMS stocks for which biomass and productivity data are known are thought to be above 

sustainable levels. The QMS was introduced to prevent overfishing, which had reached 

dangerous levels in some inshore fisheries, and improve the economic efficiency of the fishing 

industry. New Zealand is not the first country to enact quotas, but it is the first to use them on 

such a broad scale in a multi-species fishery. Most countries manage fisheries by controlling 

inputs, such as the number of boats, the size of boats; mesh size of nets, or other controls on 

fishing effort. 

The approach used with the QMS is to directly limit the total quantity taken by the commercial 

fishing industry so that there are sufficient fish available for non-commercial uses and for the 

conservation of the resource. Within the commercial catch limit, access is determined by 

ownership of quota. Quota is a right to harvest a particular species in a defined area, where quota 

can be traded, bought sold or leased. The QMS is designed to ensure sustainable use of the 

fisheries resources while allowing economic efficiency in the industry (Dewees, 1988; Annala, 

1996; Batstone & Sharp, 1999) 

Each year the Government decides what quantity of each quota species may be caught. The 

decision is based on information supplied by the Ministry of Fisheries and other interest groups 

such as the commercial fishing industry, recreational fishers, Maori and conservation groups. 

Scientists provide biological data, such as the size of the resource and its productivity, using the 

concept of maximum sustainable yield (MSY) to work out safe fishing levels. MSY is the largest 

average annual catch that can be taken over time without reducing the stocks productive potential 

(Annala et al., 2001). The quantity of fish that can be taken for each fish stock by both 

commercial and non-commercial fishers is known as the Total Allowable Catch (TAC). An 

allowance is then made to provide the recreational fishing and customary Maori uses. The 

remainder is then made available to the commercial sector as the Total Allowable Commercial 
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Catch (TACC). This is the total quantity of each fish stock that the commercial fishing industry 

can catch each year. 

The T ACC for each fishery is allotted to fishers by allocation of individual transferable quotas 

(ITQs). These give commercial fishers the right to harvest a defined amount of the TACC in a 

defined area. Quota holders can fish their quota, sell it, or lease it to another fisher for a period of 

time. When the QMS was introduced in 1986, provisional quotas were allocated to fishers in 

proportion to their catch history. To reduce the provisional quotas, so that the total quota issued 

equalled the desired TACC for each fish stock, the Government had to buy up provisional quotas 

from commercial fishers by a tender system. Initially quotas were issued in tonnage, but in 1990 

the Government moved to proportional quotas. This allowed for greater flexibility in adjusting 

quota size for a stock. Quotas are now a percentage of the TACC for each species and not a fixed 

tonnage. Before 1990, if the TACC went down, the Government had to buy back quota from 

fishers, or conversely if the TACC increased, the Government sold quota. Now fishers carry the 

cost of reductions because if the TACC is reduced their individual quota holdings are 

proportionately reduced. On the other hand, if the TACC is increased they don't have to pay for 

the extra quota they receive. The QMS is thus analogous to shares in a company, where there is a 

built in incentive to increase value of stock. 

The ITQ management was implemented in New Zealand to stop overfishing, overcapitalisation, 

and excess government regulations. The catches have been regulated since 1986, and the 

biological status of the resource has improved. To be effective the TAC must consider stocks at 

the appropriate spatial scale. New Zealand's fisheries are one of its most valuable natural and 

renewable resources, capable of yielding significant cultural, social, and economic benefits. New 

Zealand's seafood industry employs just over 10,000 people and sustainably harvests 

approximately 650,000 tonnes from wild fisheries and aquaculture each year. The value of this 

harvest ranges between $1.1 to $1.5 billion per year. Most people accept that if we want to 

sustain New Zealand's fisheries for future generations to use and enjoy we need to manage them 

responsibly. The current QMS currently does, but increasing levels of overfishing, poaching and 

black market fishing is not helping with this management strategy. 
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Commercial fishers with ITQs do not own the fish in the sea, but the ITQs give them the right to 

catch fish. Because their rights are secure and tradeable, fishers can make long-term plans, as 

well as spreading their catching programme throughout the year to determine when best to catch 

" their" fish. The creation of a well-defined access right in the form of quota has provided 

commercial fishers with much stronger incentives to take a long-term interest in the viability of 

fisheries resources, and invest in the recovery or enhancement of fisheries. This rights-based 

approach remains the primary mechanism for managing the commercial fisheries, which applies 

to 43 species or species groups in 10 quota management areas. Over the next three years, 50 new 

species will be introduced to the QMS to help sustain all commercially important fish stocks 

around New Zealand (Annala et al., 2001). Although the QMS has sustained fish stocks around 

New Zealand, which were in serious state of depletion, there are problems, which are not 

addressed by the QMS. These include patchy distribution of fish stocks, serial depletion of fish 

that are aggregated or territorial, multispecies interactions and environmental degradation by 

destructive fishing practices. 

1.1.2 Recreational Fishing 

Recreational fishing, both marine and freshwater, is a popular activity where up to 20% of the 

population engage in marine recreational fishing annually. However this practice is not directly 

governed by the QMS. The Government estimates how much fish will be taken by recreational 

fishers before setting the T ACC, but individual recreational fishers do not need quota to go 

fishing. Instead, recreational fishing is controlled mainly through daily catch limits, closure of 

areas, restrictions on fishing gear, minimum size limits, closed seasons, and effort controls. 

Recreational fishing also contributes to the economy, for example, through generating business 

for equipment suppliers, charter boat operators and other tourist facilities. Research into the 

value of recreational fishing estimates the expenditure made by recreational fishers to be nearly 

$1 billion per annum in New Zealand. 

1.1.3 Monitoring the Blue Cod Fishery 

As blue cod (Parapercis colias) stocks are very patchy and associated with foul ground, trawl 

surveys cannot be used to monitor the status of the stocks. Therefore, the commercial blue cod 

fishery is monitored primarily from information provided on Catch, Effort and Landing Returns 

(CELR). From the catch and effort section of CELR, Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) data can be 
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extracted (Warren et al., 1997). The status of fisheries can be monitored over a number of years 

through changes in the amount of effort required to obtain the total estimated catch. But CPUE 

data is inaccurate for determining stock size for fish stocks that are highly subdivided, which is 

evident in Abalone (Haliotis iris) through serial depletion problems. Abalone populations in 

Southern California collapsed under a flawed management approach, causing worldwide concern 

because abalone management practices in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa were based 

on the same assumptions and strategies as in California. California's management strategy to 

sustain exploited abalone populations was based on a surplus yield model, which was 

implemented through minimum harvest sizes, based on growth rates and size at maturity. After 

25 years of apparently sustained fisheries, abalone habitat landings began declining in the 1970's. 

Careful examination of this harvest shows it was not truly sustained but rather the result of serial 

depletion. Fishery landings and fleet income were sustained at the expense of a series of abalone 

populations in different areas. The fishery shifted to different species of abalone after each 

abalone population collapsed, then as the remnants of the black abalone population succumbed to 

disease, the diving fishery shifted to red sea urchins which subsequently collapsed for similar 

reasons (Quinn et al., 1993). The catch had been sustained for a number of years but the longer

term productivity of the exploited populations was destroyed in the process. The success of serial 

depletion in sustaining fishery income obscured the need to restore severely depleted stocks and 

to protect more reproductive capacity of abalone populations. The virtual absence of fishery

independent information made it difficult to assess population status and gave fishery landings 

data more credibility than they warranted. However stocks such as blue cod may be equally 

subject to inaccuracies in CPUE data, due to the patchy distribution of populations. Not only do 

size, sex and abundance vary between localised areas, effort also varies between areas as well as 

between seasons and fishers (Warren et al., 1997). The lessons learned in efforts to restore and 

sustain California abalone can be applied profitably to coastal resources worldwide. 

1.1.4 Sociopolitical Pressures 

Sociopolitical pressure for greater harvests and the uncertainty in predicting safe catch limits has 

led to globally unsustainable fishing practices. Almost 100 million tonnes of fish are caught in 

the world each year, with almost 50% of the individual fish stocks being fully exploited, and 

another 22% overexploited (FAO, 1994). One of the biggest problems in this context is the 

inherent inaccuracy of scientific data to exactly predict responses of populations to fishing 
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pressure. While scientific research is the basis for good management and conservation, its 

imprecision often undermines the ability to make difficult management decisions in the face of 

economic pressure to increase catches. Ideally fisheries research provides the information needed 

to determine how many fish can be safely taken, and how they should be taken to sustain the 

resource, and protect fishery habitats. Faced with uncertainty of the future there is great pressure 

by fishers to increase catch effort, and precautionary management decisions are often abandoned. 

For over half the species managed under the QMS, too little is known to be able to assess whether 

harvesting levels are sustainable. For several species where information is available, stocks have 

been depleted below levels judged to produce maximum sustainable yields. However in some 

cases management strategies are in place to rebuild these stocks to sustainable levels. 

Fishing directly reduces abundance of fish by targeting species with high natural longevity and 

low reproductive rate. Size selective fishing reduces average age, size at age, and genetic 

diversity of fish species, which endangers the future resiliency and sustainability of the species 

(Botsford et al., 1997). Under heavy fishing pressure the population structure of a long-lived 

species of fish changes. In an unexploited stock most of the biomass is made up of relatively old 

fish, when the stock begins to be exploited these fish are removed more quickly than they are 

naturally replaced, so the population becomes increasingly composed of younger fish (Gilbert, 

1981). 

As global human populations increase, the demands for fish will exceed its supply, with greater 

harvests needed to meet these demands. Nature's limits are being stretched where environmental 

problems such as changing weather patterns, decreasing fish catches, falling water tables and 

declining diversity of animals and plants are among the reminders that our world is on a 

development path that is environmentally unstable. Around the planet, wild fisheries are 

reaching their natural limits. The global fish catch, which quadrupled over the last 40 years, is no 

longer rising, seemingly because oceanic fisheries cannot sustain a greater catch. The problem is 

made worse as the ecosystem environment is damaged by pollution and as habitats are damaged 

or destroyed. Several decades of over-fishing in most of the world's major fisheries has pushed 

many commercially important fish populations to the brink of extinction and altered the trophic 

levels of whole oceanic systems (Pauley et al., 1998). The Canadian northern cod collapse in the 

1990's and the Peruvian anchovy fishery collapse in the 1970's are some of the more publicised 
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examples (Milich, 1999). The collapse of the anchovy fishery was due to the prior collapse of the 

Pacific sardine fishery, which forced fishers to target the Peruvian anchovy as an alternative 

source of fish meal and cattle feed (Ludwig et al., 1993). This was an enormous operation that 

failed when total yields declined from a figure of 10 million metric tonnes to almost zero in a few 

years. Although New Zealand can boast perhaps the best managed fisheries in the world under 

the pioneering QMS, it is not immune from these global trends. In the coming millennium the 

billion dollar fish export industry stands increasingly to be affected in a similar manner. To 

remain internationally competitive, New Zealand must look to the future, build on its successes, 

and show leadership in the way its fisheries are managed, by addressing problems associated with 

spatially structured stocks, multispecies fisheries, serial depletion, and environmental degradation 

by destructive fishing practices. 

Fishing exerts a profound effect on almost all components of associated communities and 

ecosystems. The most sensitive components are rare habitats that serve as nurseries and species 

with low reproductive rates. Fishing impacts of many types already heavily disturbs most 

continental shelf and coastal habitats. The benthic communities are effected by the current 

fishing methods, such as trawling, dredges, and set nets, where the effects on the sea bottom 

include impacts such as scraping and ploughing the bottom, as well as causing resuspension of 

sediment and mechanical disruption. Hydraulic dredging damages almost all the infauna, where 

one fishing vessel with a hydraulic dredge retrieved over 4000 tonnes of stones and gravel, for 

only 3 tonnes of scallops, which resulted in all the contained animals being killed (Dayton et al., 

1995). In the orange roughy fishery off New Zealand, taken on deep-sea pinnacles at 1000 

metres depth, reports show that when the fishery began, the trawls brought up a great deal of 

benthic life, but this incidental take has now ceased, due to localised destruction (Dayton et al., 

1995). Due to the extent of the extremely heavy trawl fisheries, much of the world's shelf 

communities have already been altered. Management for the integrity of the ecosystem is 

extremely difficult because most systems have been fundamentally altered by the removal of top 

predators and by habitat destruction. In many coastal areas the effects of civilisation, including 

pollution, habitat and nursery destruction, and sedimentation may completely alter the natural 

ecosystems. 
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1.1.5 Conservation of Stocks 

Once a labour intensive handline fishery, blue cod are now taken mostly by cod pots, and there 

are few significant by-catch problems. Cod pots were initially covered in 38 mm mesh but 

undersized blue cod were frequently caught. It was estimated that in Southland 65% of blue cod 

caught in these pots were less than the minimum legal size of 330 mm. When returned to the 

water, the mortality of these fish can be high due to predation by sea birds (mollymawks) 

following commercial boats. The fishing industry estimated that up to 50% of returned fish can 

be taken by these birds. To reduce the problem of predation on returned undersize blue cod; a 

minimum 48 mm mesh size was introduced to the Southland fishery in 1994. 

Recreational line fishing often results in the harvest of undersized blue cod. The survival of these 

blue cod has been shown to be a factor of hook size. A small scale study by Carbines (1999) 

showed that returned undersized fish caught with small hooks (size 1/0) experience 25% 

mortality, whereas those caught with large hooks (size 6/0) appear to have little or no mortality. 

Recreational fishers are bound by the same size restriction as commercial fishers, but have a 

maximum daily limit of 30 finfish (including blue cod), while in Paterson Inlet a daily limit of 15 

blue cod occurs. The commercial fishing sector withdrew from the inlet in the early 1990's 

because they acknowledged that commercial extraction in general was no longer appropriate in 

the inlet given its natural values and customary and recreational importance. This law was 

enforced in 1996 in the Fisheries Act. 

In Marlborough Sounds the size of blue cod caught declined over recent years, with increased 

effort required per unit catch. A stressed fishery combined with a minimum legal size of 330 mm 

meant that for every legal-size fish captured, an increasing number of small fish would be 

captured (Carbines, 1999). This factor combined with the popular belief that undersized blue cod 

returned to the sea have a high mortality rate, resulted in a reduction of the minimum legal size in 

the Marlborough Sounds to 280 mm in 1994 (Blackwell, 1998; Carbines, 1999). However 

Carbines showed that with use of appropriate fishing gear and education on handling, mortality of 

small blue cod could be greatly reduced. 
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1.1.6 Management Strategies 

The ultimate goal for sustainable fisheries management in New Zealand is to conserve and 

manage fisheries for the benefit of all New Zealanders by providing sustainable utilisation of 

fisheries resources, including commercial, recreational and Maori customary take. Most people 

accept that if we want future generations to use and enjoy our fisheries, we need to manage them 

responsibly. This management needs to focus not just on fisheries, but also on the aquatic 

ecosystems of which they are a part. Fisheries are a common pool resource, which requires 

government intervention to avoid the potential for exploitation from the demands of competing 

levels of commercial, recreational and customary Maori fishing activity. This intervention can be 

direct, such as the imposition of regulatory controls on fishing, like commercial restrictions in 

Paterson Inlet, or indirect through the establishment of legal frameworks that create rights and 

responsibilities for users to manage the resource sustainably. 

In light of declining catches and failure of many marine fisheries, biologists unhappy with the 

effectiveness of current management practices have recently supported the use of harvest refuges 

as an effective strategy for protecting and/or enhancing harvestable stocks. A marine reserve is 

an area of the sea and foreshore where all marine plants and animal life are completely protected 

from all forms of fishing. The size of the refuge, role of the refuge, and knowledge about the 

target species, larval production characteristics and life cycle, are important. Marine reserves are 

established under the Marine Reserves Act 1971 to preserve for the scientific study of marine 

life, areas of New Zealand that contain exceptional biodiversity, underwater scenery, natural 

features, or marine life, of such distinctive quality, or so typical, beautiful, or unique, that their 

continued preservation is in the national interest. In many cases exploited fish stocks experience 

recruitment uncertainties as well as ecosystem changes that alter growth productivity. Marine 

fishery reserves are one management tool, where the idea is to protect older and larger fishes that 

are important to the maintenance of original genetic stock (Dayton et al., 1995). Fishery 

reserves, if sufficiently large, numerous and appropriately placed provide insurance against 

management and recruitment failures, by protecting a segment of the spawning stock from 

fishing mortality. 
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For management purposes, it is assumed that fish in each stock intermingle and breed, but in 

reality there may be more smaller blue cod stocks within each area (Warren et al., 1997; 

Carbines, 1998). If this is the case, there will be a larger number of smaller blue cod stocks, 

which should be managed separately. Thus the successful management of blue cod depends 

highly on knowledge about its movement and distribution patterns. This is particularly important 

for stocks in inland waterways like Marlborough Sounds, Fiordland and Paterson Inlet, which are 

believed to have very localised movement patterns, and potentially isolated substocks. 

1.2 General Overview 

This tagging study on blue cod in Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island will look at growth rates, 

movement rates, and abundance estimates. These results on blue cod could be important for 

helping the sustainable management of blue cod not only within Paterson Inlet, but also 

throughout Southland and New Zealand. 

Chapter one examines the overall management mechanisms used in the fishery and how life 

history characteristics of blue cod interact with these mechanisms. The aims of the study are 

discussed; introducing results from a pilot study that investigate possible bias introduced into the 

programme associated with tag retention. Background information on several aspects of blue cod 

life history then follows. 

Chapter two describes the study site in Paterson Inlet as well as details of methods used to 

capture and tag blue cod. Abundance estimates around the tagging sites will also be discussed 

here, using the Jolly-Seber method for estimating abundance, and comparing it to a single 

tag/recapture model such as the Peterson approach. Tagging will also be discussed here, the 

advantages and disadvantages of conducting a tagging study and how these data can be used to 

support management decisions. 

Chapter three examines size-specific growth relationships among blue cod in Paterson Inlet, and 

how these rates differ from those found elsewhere. Size-frequency distributions from the captured 

fish allow comparisons to be made between sites within the inlet. The results obtained from this 

chapter will then be tested statistically with results from other studies to see if differences arise 

and conclusions can be drawn from the available data. 
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In Chapter four the tag return data is used to estimate movement rates of blue cod inside Paterson 

Inlet. Movement rates will then be compared between large (>400mm) and small blue cod 

( <400mm), for any differences in movement between the two size classes. 

The study will then be summarised in Chapter five, drawing conclusions about blue cod in the 

Southland fishery. The results will be analysed in the context of supporting management of the 

Southland blue cod fishery. 

1.3 Aim 

In this study growth rates and movement rates will be calculated using data from a multi-sample 

tag and recapture study on blue cod (Parapercis colias) in Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island. An 

abundance estimate for blue cod will also be calculated based on a multiple tag and recapture 

model in the vacinity of Ulva Island and Native Island, Paterson Inlet. 

1.4 Pilot Study 

1.4.1 Introduction 

In any monitoring program involving fish tagging, tag loss is an important issue. Survival 

estimates can appear artificially low if tag loss is not accounted for in the model. Addressing this 

problem requires either a tag with negligible loss or double tagging experiments to determine the 

loss of one tag relative to another. Other studies have used double tagging to assess this problem, 

but in this programme we do not use the approach due to additional stress that it could cause the 

fish. As an alternative a pilot study was conducted to test the possible effects of tagging 

procedures on blue cod in terms of growth rate, both in length and weight. The behaviour of 

tagged blue cod, and other fish present in the tank was observed to assess the effects of having a 

large visible tag to individual fish. 

Tagging mortality and loss was concluded from this pilot study, which gave an estimate of how 

blue cod in the wild may react to the presence of a tag. If a pilot study was not conducted, there 

would be no indication of how blue cod would react to tagging in terms of growth and mortality, 

unseen biases could result, and abundance estimates drawn from the tag/recapture model would 

be imprecise. 
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1.4.2 Aim 

In this pilot study tagged blue cod were placed in controlled conditions to assess whether the 

tagging procedure had an effect on growth rates, tag loss, or mortality among tagged fish. The 

results from this pilot experiment will allow the tagging experiment in Paterson Inlet to be 

conducted while knowing what biases may exist in the tagging procedure. 

1.4.3 Methods 

Blue cod were captured off the Otago coastline, tagged and released into a 300m3 holding tank in 

controlled conditions at Portobello Marine Laboratory of Otago University. Small dart tags were 

used for this experiment as they had been widely used in previous tagging studies on blue cod 

(Mutch, 1983; Rapson, 1956). Other reef fish species were present in the tank, determining 

whether tagged blue cod were influenced by interspecific or intraspecific interactions. 

1.4.4 Results 

All blue cod in the holding tank showed an increase in growth, both in length and weight. The 

fish grew in length between 35-50 mm over the 289-day period, while large increases in weight 

resulted, with one fish increasing from 400 g to 1140 g. Observations following tagging indicated 

that tagged fish did not act differently with the presence of a tag. All the tags were in good 

condition, supporting the fact that other blue cod had not tried to remove them, as has been 

observed in previous tagging studies (Mutch, 1983; Carbines, 1999) 

1.4.5 Discussion 

From the results of the pilot study, it appears that tagging and the tagging procedure does not 

harm the fish. All blue cod grew in length (an average of 34 mm) and weight (an average of 552 

grams), which shows stress from tagging doesn't effect their dietary requirements, as they 

continued to feed and grow even in a confined environment. These qualitative results can then be 

applied to the main experiment in terms of tag loss and tagging mortality of blue cod. 
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1.5 Importance of Blue Cod 

Blue cod is the most important recreational and commercial inshore finfish fishery throughout 

Southland. Blue cod has traditionally also been an important source of kaimoana (seafood) for 

local Maori (Warren et al., 1997). No quantitative data on historical or current blue cod Maori 

customary take are available. However, bones found in middens show that blue cod was a 

significant species in the traditional Maori take of pre-European times (Batstone and Sharp, 

1999). 

The blue cod fishery varies throughout the year on a seasonal basis. Annual landings of blue cod 

also vary with the success of the rock lobster season, as many blue cod fishers have traditionally 

been primarily rock lobster fishers. So the amount of effort in the blue cod fishery can depend on 

the success of the rock lobster season, and in Southland weather conditions affect the number of 

fishable days. There were concerns by both commercial and recreational fishers over a decline in 

the numbers and size of blue cod over the past several years due to the fluctuating catches 

between years (Warren et al., 1997). Better management of the fishery improved this, with a 

larger minimum mesh size for cod pots being introduced in 1994. This resulted in an increase in 

abundance and size of blue cod, which was observed by both recreational and commercial fishers 

following the management measures (Warren et al., 1997). 

1.6 Background Ecological information 

1.6.1 Blue Cod 

Blue cod (Parapercis colias) is a bottom-dwelling species endemic to New Zealand (Carbines, 

1999). Parapercis colias is not a true cod, but rather a member of the weaver family 

(Pinguipedidae), of which 43 species are described throughout the Indo-Pacific region (Warren et 

al., 1997). Although blue cod are most common around Southland and the Chatham Islands, they 

can be found almost everywhere around coastal New Zealand (Rapson 1956; Paul 1986; 

Pankhurst and Kime, 1991; Carbines, 1998, 1999). Blue cod is the only species from the 

Pinguipedidae family to support a commercial fishery in the Indo-Pacific region (Warren et al., 

1997). However, research on its population dynamics has been somewhat limited with regard to 

parameters such as age, growth, early life history, and movement patterns (Warren et al., 1997; 

Kingsford 1998). 
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Blue cod are carnivorous and are usually found on reef edges from the shore to shelf edges 

(Warren et al., 1997). Although recreational fishers usually report blue cod catches to within 150 

metres depth, deep-water trawlers off the Otago coastline have reported catches from depths of 

over 300 metres. Blue cod have an annual reproductive cycle with an extended spawning season 

during late winter and spring. Spawning aggregations have been reported within inshore and 

mid-shelf waters. Eggs are pelagic for about five days after spawning, and the larvae are pelagic 

for about five more days before settling to the seabed (Rapson, 1956, Warren et al., 1997). 

Juveniles then migrate from shelf waters to shallow areas inshore. There are several biological 

and physical factors that influence the distribution of blue cod; these include tidal cycles, food 

availability and suitable habitat (Warren et al., 1997; Carbines, 1999). These factors are further 

complicated by age, as diet and habitat preferences vary with age of the fish (Mutch, 1983, 

Carbines, 1998). Commercial potting or lining does not target juveniles, and therefore blue cod 

are not vulnerable to the main commercial fishing methods until they are sexually mature. 

Recreational methods do catch juveniles but the survival of these fish is high if they are caught 

using large hooks and returned to the sea quickly (Carbines, 1999). 

Age may influence the colour phase of the fish (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 1983; Warren et al., 

1997). Juveniles between 100-150 mm are white with a broad brown band along each side 

(Figure 1.2), while large adults become more distinctly blue, with green sides (Figure 1.1). The 

average size of blue cod varies with locality (larger in southern region), and also with sex, males 

being larger (Warren et al., 1997). Southland blue cod have a higher growth rate than fish further 

north, where blue cod have an initial growth rate of 65 mm per year which slows at the end of 

their eighth year to 35 mm per year (Rapson, 1956). In the Marlborough Sounds blue cod have a 

growth rate of 10-20 mm per year (Blackwell, 1998). This gives a clear indication that growth 

can vary strongly among areas. 
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Figure 1.1 Adult Blue Cod (Parapercis colias) (from Francis, 1996) 

Figure 1.2 Juvenile Blue Cod (Parapercis colias) (from Francis, 1996) 
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Little is known about the early life history of blue cod. The available literature reports that young 

juveniles live on the bottom in relatively deep water associated with outer reef areas (Warren et 

al., 1997). Size at sexual maturity is dependent on location. In Northland sexual maturity is 

reached at 100-190 mm total length (TL) at an age of 2 years, in the Marlborough Sounds it is 

reached at 210-260 mm (TL) at 3-6 years, and in Southland it is reached at 260-280 mm (TL) at 

4-5 years of age. Sexually mature blue cod are often found in more shallow water than juveniles. 

In common with other members of the Pinguipedidae family, blue cod are territorial, holding 

large and rather loose territories over long periods (Mutch, 1983, Carbines, 1998). Bigger fish 

appear to have larger territories, and the territory of a large dominant male may include the 

territories of 3-5 females (Carbines, 1998). Mutch (1983) also showed this in Northland, where 

home ranges were found to increase with size of the individual holding the territory. Because 

movement patterns are not clear, especially in Southland, it has not been established whether blue 

cod can be regarded as a single stock within some of the present fishstocks (Carbines, 1998). 

1.6.2 Movement 

The home range and movement patterns of blue cod, either among individuals or among 

populations, are poorly understood, (Warren et al., 1997). Previous tagging programs have 

indicated that the distance individuals move may be size related (Warren et al., 1997). Mace and 

Johnston (1983), showed that in their tagging study none of the blue cod over 300 mm were 

recaptured a significant distance from their tagging site. 

The National Institute of Water and Atmospheric research (NIWA) undertook a tagging study 

during 1995-96 around the coasts of Southland, where findings had shown that two fish had 

travelled 96 km across Foveaux Strait from Stewart Island. Blue cod tagged by NIW A inside 

Paterson Inlet on Stewart Island moved far less (an average of 2 km) than those tagged outside 

(an average of 35 km) (Carbines, 1998). This suggests that in fairly enclosed areas, such as the 

Marlborough Sounds and Paterson Inlet, blue cod may move far less than those tagged in the 

open sea. These results provide evidence that fish stocks need to be managed separately. Fish 

stocks in enclosed waters should not come under the same management plan as those stocks in 

open management areas because little intermixing occurs. This results in areas that can be 

susceptable to over fishing and serial depletion of fish stocks. Evidence for these patterns comes 

from clear depletion of blue cod sub stocks in the Marlborough Sounds and in Fiordland. 
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1.6.3 Age, Size and Growth 

Blue cod can reach a maximum of over 600 mm in length and weigh up to four kilograms 

(Warren et al., 1997). Growth has been shown to be rapid during the first year (Ayling and Cox 

1982), after which subsequent growth slows down, as fish tend to increase in weight rather than 

length (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 1983). In Foveaux Strait blue cod are on average 66 mm in length 

after one year of age (Rapson 1956). 

Southland blue cod generally reach the minimum legal size of 330 mm at five to six years of age, 

while in Marlborough Sounds it has been shown to take six to eight years, and in Northland it 

takes at least eight years for blue cod to reach the minimum legal size (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 

1983; Mace and Johnston, 1983). This information strongly suggests that growth rates of blue 

cod vary within local areas around New Zealand. Rapson estimated that blue cod can reach a 

maximum age of 12-17 years, but the annuli in blue cod otoliths have not been fully validated 

(Carbines in prep). Due to limited analysis of otoliths from large individuals this may be an 

underestimation, as annual growth rings are generally hard to detect on otoliths from large fish 

(Rapson 1956). 

1.6.4 Diet 

Blue cod are voracious carnivores, that feed on three general categories of food: demersal 

organisms living a fixed or sedentary life on the sea bottom, plankton, and nekton (Rapson, 

1956). Examinations of blue cod stomach contents from the Cook Strait region have shown that 

the order of preference for food is pelagic fish (pilchards and sprats), comb jellies, salps, octopus, 

crustaceans, shelled molluscs, sea squirts, sea anemones and seaweeds. No clear cycle of feeding 

occurs, with cod feeding on demersal organisms when pelagic food is scarce (Rapson, 1956). 

In southern New Zealand octopus is the principle food (Rapson,1956). Pelagic fish are only 

seasonally abundant in southern New Zealand, during abundant supply periods cod have been 

reported with stomachs full of small fish from these regions. Diet composition and preference 

appears to be dependent on size, where examination of gut contents of blue cod from Leigh in 

Northland, found juveniles feed mainly on amphipods. Young adults feed predominantly on 

ophuiroids (brittle stars), crabs and other crustaceans and benthic invertebrates, and adults feed 

mainly on fish (Mutch, 1983). 
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1.6.5 Spawning and Breeding Behaviour 

Blue cod around Coastal Southland spawn during August to December (Rapson, 1956). It was 

originally believed that blue cod migrate into deeper waters of the mid-outer continental shelf to 

spawn (Robertson, 1973) However, Rapson observed spawning aggregations of blue cod in 

Foveaux Strait in less than 55 metres of water where there was considerable tidal current. 

Spawning is not observed to take place at the same location for two years in succession. It is 

widely discussed whether blue cod are protogynous hermaphrodites. This means that they are 

born as females and exhibit 'protogyny', a process whereby the mature females of the species 

change into males, thus larger individuals are usually male (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 1983; Warren 

et al., 1997). In species that are protogynous hermaphrodites males develop in two ways. They 

are either born as males (primary males) or change to males from mature females (secondary 

males). Studies completed in Marlborough Sounds identified sexually mature male blue cod at 

about 200 mm in length, indicating that at least some proportion of the male population are not 

derived from sex reversal (Warren et al., 1997). 

Evidence that blue cod change sex is not conclusive, from a 1983 study by Mutch which found 

only one transitional gonad from a 137 mm fish which is very unlikely that a fish of this size was 

previously a mature female. So the fact Mutch's transitional fish was so small and represented 

only 0.19% of his sample brings into question the occurance of sex change in blue cod (Warren et 

al., 1997). To date no fish have been recorded that are in the process of changing sex, (i.e. 

spermatozoa invading mature ovaries). 

1.6.6 Competition 

As mentioned previously larger male blue cod occupy territories, which may have 3-5 females 

living in this area; thus competition for space and resources can become intense in these areas. 

The home ranges of individuals of the same size do not overlap extensively, where the home 

range of adults and juveniles were found to overlap with no antagonistic behaviour between the 

two groups (Mutch, 1983). This behaviour could be due to the fact that the diet of juvenile blue 

cod differs significantly from that of adults and no competition for mating since juveniles by 

definition don't mate. 
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Competition occurs when animals inhibit each other's access to common resources that are 

actually or potentially limiting (Birch, 1957, Miller, 1967). The distribution of individuals within 

sites at any time appears to be non-random and related to a host of ecological and behavioural 

factors, which probably interact in a complex manner (Jones, 1984a). Behavioural factors can 

include both intraspecific (within species) and interspecific (between species) association or 

aggression (Jones, 1998). Intraspecific and interspecific competition for living space has come to 

be considered of great importance in reef fish communities (Sale, 1975; 1976a; b). Intraspecific 

competition can have substantial effects on population structure through its effects on juvenile 

growth and survival, while interspecific competition only limits local habitat use (Sale, 1991, 

Robertson, 1996). Competing species may interact through direct exploitation of common 

resources (exploitation competition), or by limiting each other's access to resources (interference 

competition) (Miller, 1967). The agonistic behaviour is frequently directed against individuals of 

the same species, in most cases of interspecific territoriality a territory has been defended from 

only two or three species with similar ecological requirements, usually species from the same 

genus (Low, 1971; Robertson, 1996). Sale (1978) suggested that availability of living sites limit 

populations of coral reef fish, where similar species of fish compete for limited space on the reef. 

This competition is continuous, yet unlikely to lead to either niche diversification or competitive 

exclusion (Sale 1991). 

It is difficult to identify the actual process of competition in nature, either as an active or 

historical factor, although certain patterns of geographical or habitat distribution and niche 

relationships between species are often thought to reflect competitive exclusion (Miller, 1967). 

When a species occupies a broader niche in the absence of a closely related species than it does 

when two species are sympatric, competitive exclusion is often suggested. Thresher (1976) 

showed that for threespot Damselfish (Eupomacentrus planifrons), the most obvious form of 

competition is for food and, consequently the size of territory defended against a given species 

correlated closely with its diet. Of all non-related fishes, threespots defended the largest 

territories against those species that feed on similar food. It was also shown, by Thresher (1976) 

that E. partitus, a damselfish that feeds primarily upon plankton, defends its territory only 

infrequently against the algae eating parrotfishes and surgeonfish, though responding to other 

species in a manner similar to threespots. This study supports the idea that blue cod may only 

defend territories against species with similar dietary requirements, where blue cod may only 
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respond to spottys (Notolabrus celidotus) and trumpeter (Latris lineata), but ignore blue moki 

(Latridopsis ciliaris) or butterfish (Odax pullus). 

1.6.7 Lottery Competition for Territories 

When blue cod reach a size of 180-200 mm they come inshore to spawn for the first time, 

remaining on these grounds until 6-8 years of age (Rapson, 1956). Migration is believed to be 

brought about partly by over-population of the small rocky areas, which constitute the small fish 

grounds on mid-shelf reef areas through an influx each year of the 2-4 year classes, and partly by 

a need for different food resources. The young fish are extremely agile; the older fish are forced 

to leave by being deprived of food, and the 6-8 year old classes then move as travelling cod 

(Rapson, 1956). These shoals of travelling cod disperse, with the fish settling amongst other blue 

cod. This assumption relates to the Theory of Lottery Competition for Territories (Sale, 1991). 

Sale (1991) demonstrated that for three species of permanently territorial pomacentrids, territory 

was defended throughout the year, although not necessarily against other adults, but rather 

against newly arriving recruits. The lottery hypothesis is an attempt to explain how limited 

shelter sites can lead to competitive interactions faced by recruits, yet not by adults. In this 

theory, the priority of arrival of recruits, rather than subtle differences in requirements or 

competitive abilities of adults determines which species holds a territory. Once a fish is in a 

territory, its optimal strategy for reproductive success would include site fidelity, frequent mating 

and widespread dispersal of offspring (Sale, 1982). This allows an individual to maximise the 

chances of its offspring finding suitable living sites as such sites appear. The lottery is among 

newly arriving recruits with similar space requirements, which enter a lottery for occupying 

available sites. 

In this study while sampling blue cod in Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island, observations at a number 

of sites showed differences in size classes of the cod. Some sites had predominantly larger cod 

while at other sites smaller cod made up most of the catch. These sites could then be the small 

fish grounds and larger fish grounds. At sites where there were both size classes, it is possible 

that the younger fish are attempting to establish territories in resource rich areas. 
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1.6.8 Tagging 

Tagging has the potential to be an excellent method for separating fishing and natural mortality 

rates, as well as estimating growth rates and migration (Gulland, 1983). In practice, difficulties 

arise in ensuring fish are not seriously affected by the act of catching and tagging, that their 

behaviour after been tagged, with regard to growth, migration, and mortality is typical of the 

population as a whole (Gulland, 1983). Tagging projects can thus contribute valuable 

information to support fisheries management decisions. However the tagging process can be 

detrimental to the fish and caution must be exercised in extrapolating results derived from tagged 

fish to the rest of the population (Griggs et al., 1998). 

The success of any tagging experiment is inevitably dependent on the physical as well as 

physiological state of fish at the time of their release, which is especially affected by the method 

of catching and handling during the tagging process (Jakobsson, 1970). Studies on the effects of 

tags show that tagging has a range of effects on fish species, which can include mortality, 

reduced condition, period of negative growth, retarded growth, and chronic injury which may 

affect behaviour (Griggs et al., 1998). Therefore condition and growth can be used as a good 

indicator of the effect of tags on released fishes. 

1.7 Importance of the Study 

In this general overview several specific issues that are important in the blue cod fishery have 

been raised. These are size of selective stock units, growth patterns of blue cod, mortality 

patterns, abundance estimates using CPUE data, and movement patterns of blue cod. A tagging 

study for determining growth, movement and abundance of the blue cod in Paterson Inlet may 

help support better fisheries management of blue cod in Southland, by providing insight into 

these important issues. 

The results from the pilot study indicate that there is likely little effect of tagging blue cod on 

their condition. While we do not have field validation of these effects the limited indications of 

the pilot study support the validity of our field approach. Using the results from the pilot study 

and the background ecological information on blue cod and how it relates in the larger issue of 

fisheries management, I now continue with the major goals of this study. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY AND ABUNDANCE 

2.1 Study Site 

22 

Stewart Island is the most southern of the three main islands of New Zealand. It is situated 15 

miles from the mainland of the South Island and separated by Foveaux Strait (Wise, 1952). 

Stewart Island has an area of 1 683 km2 and a coastline of 700 km, where less than 1% of the 

island is settled. Oban is the only settlement on Stewart Island, situated on the shores of 

Halfmoon Bay, which is home to approximately 450 islanders. Commercial fishing provides 

most of the employment, with Stewart Island also being a fishing port, marine farming base and a 

popular ecotourism destination. 

Figure 2.1 Study site of Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island 
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Paterson Inlet is a 89 km2 drowned river valley located on the east coast of Stewart Island, centred 

around latitude 46°55'S and longitude 168°5'E (Elvy et al., 1997). The inlet extends 16 km 

inland from a narrow entrance between Ackers and Bullers Points, averaging 18 to 25 metres 

deep, although maximum depth reaches 45 metres. Paterson Inlet is a sheltered inlet, where 

surrounding islands protect most shorelines from prevailing southerly and westerly winds. A 

native podocarp forest surrounds Paterson Inlet, this extensive forest cover and hard surrounding 

bedrock results in very low sedimentation rates on the bed of the Inlet (Elvy et al., 1997). This 

feature has been identified as an important factor contributing to the abundance of benthic flora 

and fauna (Elvy et al., 1997). Paterson Inlet has long been prized for its fishery, as a wide range 

of habitats support populations of both shellfish and finfish. Habitat types in the Inlet include 

tidal flats, small red seaweed meadows, drift-weed shallows, rocky reefs and walls, sand beds and 

large areas of brown algae (Phaeophyta) (Elvy et al., 1997). 

2.1.1 Species Present at Study Site 

A number of fishes inhabit these different habitat types, fish and shellfish species predominantly 

found in the Inlet are Blue Cod (Parapercis colias), Moki (Latridopsis ciliaris), Green Bone 

(Odax pullus), Banded Wrasse (Notolabrus fucicola), Sole (Peltorhamphus novaezeelandiae), 

Ling (Genypterus blacodes), Spiny Dog Fish (Squalus acanthias), Red Cod (Pseudophycis 

bachus), Skate (Rajidae arhynchobatidae), Kina (Evechinus chloriticus), Paua (Haliotis iris), 

Mussels (Perna canaliculus), Cockles (Chione stutchburyi) and Scallops (Pecten 

novaezelandiae), diverse sessile invertebrate and macroalgal communities. Recreational fishing 

has become increasingly popular over the last 15 years on Stewart Island. Improved boat and air 

services, accommodation and reputation of good catches of fish and shellfish, in a unique and 

beautiful location have contributed to increased popularity. 
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2.1.2 Location of Study Sites 

Three main areas were used for the tagging study, these sites were chosen due to abundance of 

blue cod. Two sites on Native Island were used, on the Southeast sheltered (46°55'.2"S, 

168°09'.2"E) and Northeast exposed coast (46°54'.9"S, 168°09'.8"E), and on Ulva Island around 

Manawahei Nugget (46°55'.8"S, 168°08'.8"E) (see Figure 2.2). Potting was also attempted 

around The Neck and the south side of Ulva Island but the small numbers of fish made it difficult 

to tag an adequate sample. 

Figure 2.2 Study site of Native Island and Ulva Island, Paterson Inlet. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Gear Specifications 

12 13 14 

The five cod pots used in the survey were smaller than commercial cod pots, with a size of 105 x 

105 x 50 mm, built on a steel rod frame, covered with 30 mm nylon mesh. The pots have two 

entrances of 300 mm external diameter, which opened into a 450 mm long steel wire tube. The 

internal entrance to this tube had a diameter of 180 mm and was provided with inward facing 

wire spines to assist in the retention of captured fish. The bait (frozen paua viscera, Haliotis iris) 

was enclosed in a 320 x 120 mm plastic meshed cylinder, which was attached to the inside top 

face of the pot. Fresh bait was used each time the pot was set. 
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2.2.2 Method of Capture 

Each cod pot was set in 10 to 15 metres depth on the edges of reef at each study site. The pot 

was left insitu for approximately one to two hours, and then was retrieved using a hydraulic 

winch on the M.V. Jester. When a pot was on board, captured fish were placed in two 75L fish 

bins filled with fresh seawater. Each fish was individually weighed, measured and tagged, before 

carefully being released back into the water. All this was done in less than a minute, as previous 

studies have shown a fish can be out of water for this time without having detrimental effects to 

its health. Wet cotton gloves were used to handle each fish as this prevents damaging the fish or 

removing their protective mucous layer or scales. 

2.2.3 Type of Tags used 

Hall print © dart tags were used, that had a sequenced number, " Marine Science Otago", and 

contact phone number. Each tag was 80 mm long and had a sharp arrow like head with one barb 

to hold it securely in a fish. A sharp hollow needle was used to insert the tag, which had a round 

wooden handle on one end (Figure 2.3). The tag was inserted dorsally near the dorsal fin, past 

the mid line of the fish so that it is held in place by bones supporting the dorsal fin or by vertebral 

spmes. The protruding yellow plastic tube allows easy underwater observation of tagged fish. 

The sequenced number was used to correlate with length and weight data obtained from each 

fish. 

Figure 2.3 Hallprint © dart tag and applicator. 
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The plastic heads of modern dart-style tag are formulated to be compatible with biological 

tissues, an important consideration whenever a foreign object is to be placed into the body of an 

animal (Nielsen, 1992). Initial retention is achieved by anchoring the tag beyond the axial bones, 

but long-term retention is encouraged by incorporation of the tag head into the animals tissue. 

This process is called encapsulation, and on dissection of tagged fish, connective tissue rapidly 

penetrates into the plastic anchor material, fusing the tag with the body (Nielsen, 1992). 

For each pot lifted, position was recorded in Latitude and Longitude (NZMG), so when a fish is 

recaptured, net distance travelled from its original point of release can be calculated. Each pot 

was retrieved separately so any fish caught were released near the same position. In this multiple 

tag/recapture programme effort and timing of recapture events are known so the programme is 

less susceptible to bias introduced by seasonality of movement or pattern of commercial fishing 

effort. 

2.2.4 Fish Tagging 

The tagging procedure was standardised for each tag/recapture event, with all tagging and 

measuring being undertaken by myself, to reduce measurer error, which can be added by using 

different researchers. In this study I have assumed that tagging does not reduce growth of tagged 

blue cod, which is critical for virtually all studies because a reduction in nutritional status may 

influence all other population statistics (Nielsen 1992). Malnourished animals will grow slowly, 

reproduce poorly, and exhibit physiological and behavioural abnormalities. Such animals may be 

more vulnerable to disease, predation, and harvest (Nielsen 1992). If the tagged animals are 

physiologically stressed, migration studies might be affected, as tagged animals cannot travel as 

fast or as far as untagged animals. 

2.2.5 Problems with Tagging Studies 

Tag retention depends on several factors, including the tagging procedure, attachment mechanism 

of the tag and species being tagged. Tag recognition and reporting depend on the visibility of the 

tag and willingness of people to report the tag. One set of data returned from a recreational fisher 

had to be excluded, as the information was obviously incorrect with the length of a blue cod, 

having shrunk 60 mm in one month. It is believed that this exclusion of such data does not 

introduce any kind of bias in the data. 
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2.3 ABUNDANCE 

2.3.1 Introduction 
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Reliable estimates of population size are important in many types of ecological study especially 

those concerned with management of exploited species (McCormick and Choat, 1987). 

Information on distribution and abundance of organisms is often the sole basis for ecological and 

management decisions (Andrew and Mapstone, 1987). This is important when studying fish 

populations, where management may require the imposition of quotas or protection of stocks by 

closing areas to fishing (McCormick and Choat, 1987). Two different aims may be identified 

when discussing the determination of abundance. One is to estimate the number of organisms in 

an area, and the second is to examine differences among areas (Andrew and Mapstone, 1987). 

The southern blue cod fishery is highly valued by both recreational and commercial fishers. 

However blue cod appear to be susceptible to local depletion from fishing pressure. As blue cod 

are territorial, fishing pressure on small areas of reef can easily remove larger blue cod. Most of 

the commercial and recreational catch of blue cod in Southland occurs in the Foveaux Strait area. 

Bluff, Riverton and Halfmoon Bay ports are all within reach of Foveaux Strait making it an easy 

day trip from port or boats can reach safety if the weather deteriorates. Thus, the Southland blue 

cod fishery has a very focused, targeted distribution of effort and catch. Concerns have also 

been raised over the amount of blue cod taken by recreational fishers, especially in relation to 

increased tourism, and the popularity of charter boat trips (Warren et al., 1997). Paterson Inlet 

has no commercial fishing allowed, but charter operators can take their clients to fish the area. 

As Paterson Inlet can only be fished by recreational fishers, there is no record on the amount of 

fish taken out of the area each year, compared to commercial fishers where all fish caught are 

reported on their CELRs. 

Health of the fishery relies on accurate stock assessment; one way of accomplishing this is 

knowing how many fish are present, and what numbers can be taken, while still preserving these 

stocks for the future. If fish stocks are maintained and are allowed to increase for the future, all 

stake-holders will benefit. Not only will the commercial sector benefit, but also recreational 

fishers and eco tourism ventures, which have a beneficial effect to the community. Stewart 

Island has recently been gazetted as a National Park, which will bring a large number of visitors 

to the island to witness the unique and prestigious environment. 
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The sites for this study were chosen due to their population of blue cod and ease of which these 

animals could be captured. These same areas are frequently visited by recreational fishers. So 

with an estimation of abundance around these areas, it may help in assessing bag limits that could 

help towards the management and preservation of the blue cod fishery in Paterson Inlet 

2.4 OBJECTIVES. 

In this chapter tagging and recapture data are used with the Jolly-Seber multiple mark/recapture 

model (Krebs, 1998) to gain a measure of abundance of blue cod around the study sites in 

Paterson Inlet. This multiple tag/recapture model will then be compared to a single tag/recapture 

model, the Peterson method (Krebs, 1998). 

2.5 Methods for studying Abundance 

Studies on fish distributions across reef environments have found that many physical and 

environmental factors have a major influence on distribution and abundance patterns (Hixon, 

1980; Jones, 1984a, b; Choat and Ayling, 1987). Food availability is important to both newly 

settled reef fish and resident reef fish. If fish cannot obtain the daily nutritional energy that they 

require, they may be forced to migrate to a more food rich area. Habitat structure has a major 

influence on distribution and abundance patterns, which can result in fish populations varying 

both within and between habitats (McCormick and Choat, 1987). Competition between species 

also plays a large part in distribution of fish, where competition can arise for food, limited 

nesting/breeding sites, and territories. 

Many different methods are used to study abundance of reef fishes. These fall into two broad 

categories, destructive and non-destructive methods. Underwater visual census is a very common 

non-destructive exercise used for the estimation of reef fish abundance (Cheal and Thompson, 

1997). This method is becoming widely used as a basis for conservation strategies assessing 

stocks of reef fish for fisheries management. Line transects by divers is widely used to gain reef 

fish density estimates where a quantitative description of change in density over space and time is 

required (Sanderson and Solansky, 1986). For example a commonly used transect protocol is to 

place a tape of known length on a section of reef, usually around 20 metres long and all fish are 

measured 2 metres on either side of the tape, giving a total area of 80 metres2
• This method is 

commonly used in terrestrial studies, but its application to mobile and sometimes secretive fishes 
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can be problematic (Kingsford and Battershill, 1988). Biases can occur using this method either 

by the observer (swimming speed, search techniques, observer fatigue, estimating distances from 

the transect line), or by bias induced from the distribution and habits of fish being counted 

varying with size and placement of transect (McCormick and Choat, 1987; Cheal and Thompson, 

1997; Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). 

Cod pots are primarily considered a destructive method, but can have non-destructive 

applications; for example, applications for tag and release or estimates for abundance of species 

(Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). Tag/recapture studies allow an estimate for size of a 

population, by tagging and releasing individuals, then resampling to determine what fraction of 

individuals carry tags (Krebs, 1998). The strength of tag and recapture techniques are that they 

can be used to provide information on birth, death, growth, and movement rates in addition to 

information on absolute abundance (Krebs, 1998). There are disadvantages to using this method, 

where high variances and low catches are common, with many replicate-catching events being 

required for precise results. 

2.6 Assumptions of a Tagging study 

One of the crucial assumptions of mark-recapture work is that marked and unmarked animals are 

equally catchable (Krebs, 1998), so the presence of a tag does not affect the chances of fish being 

recaught, either in commercial fishing gear or by recreational fishers. If this resulted, an 

unrealistic representation of the tagged animals would result, and the Jolly-Seber multiple 

mark/recapture model would give an underestimation of the population. 

Tag and recapture studies can be used for both open and closed populations. A closed population 

does not change during the study period, that is effects of births, deaths, and movements are 

negligible (Krebs, 1998). Two methods used for estimating abundance in closed populations are 

the Peterson and the Schnabel models (Krebs, 1998). In this study we consider an open 

population, where the fish population changes in size and composition from births, deaths, and 

movements. This is true of almost any natural population of fish and underlines the need to use 

multiple mark/recapture methodology. For open populations with possibility of emigration, 

immigration, births and death, the J olly-Seber method is the most appropriate method to measure 

abundance (Krebs, 1998). 
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2.7 Jolly-Seber Method for measuring Abundance. 

To obtain abundance estimates from an open population, blue cod were marked with numbered 

tags, which are specific to sampling time (Krebs, 1998). This allows information on when a 

marked blue cod was last captured. Blue cod were tagged individually so data on movement can 

also be achieved as well as population estimates (Krebs, 1998). Tag and recapture events are 

often separated by long periods of time. The Jolly-Seber method allows different time intervals 

between sampling, with no requirement to the number of samples, so tag and recapture data over 

many years can be used, and seasonal variability in abundance would not tend to bias the model. 

For the Jolly-Seber method to produce reliable results, all fish in the first sample must be 

unmarked, with the second and all subsequent samples being divided into two categories -

marked and unmarked animals (Krebs, 1998). 

2.7.1 Variables and equations of the Jolly-Seber method 

Below are the following variables used in the Jolly-Seber method calculations for measuring 

populations, shown in (Krebs, 1998). 

mt = Number of marked animals caught in sample t 

ut = Number of unmarked animals caught in sample t 

nt= Total number of animals caught in sample t 

st =Total number of animals released after sample t 

= (nt - accidental deaths or removals) 

lllyt = (number of marked animals caught in sample t last caught in sampler) 

Rt = (Number of the st individuals released at sample t and caught again in some later 

sample) 

Zt = ( Number of individuals marked before sample t, not caught in sample t, but caught 

in some sample after sample t) 

Population size can be estimated by a simple relationship shown in (Krebs, 1998), by 

Population size= Size of marked population 
Proportion of animals marked 
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The proportion of animals marked is estimated as 

(2.1) 

where the+ 1 is a correction for bias in small samples (Seber, 1982; Krebs, 1998). 

The size of the marked population is more difficult to estimate because there are two components 

of the marked population at any sampling time: (1) marked animals actually caught and (2) 

marked animals present but not captured in sample t. 

Seber showed that sizes of marked populations could be estimated by 

Mt = .(s.1 + 1) Z1 + mt 
Rt+ 1 

Where Mt = Estimated size of the marked population just before sample time t, 

so population size is estimated by, 

Nt=Ml 
at 

where, Nt = Estimated population size just before sample time t. 

2.7.2 Assumptions of the Jolly-Seber method. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The J olly-Seber method is designed for open populations, with random sampling being the 

crucial assumption. Krebs assumes for this method that, 

1. Every individual has the same probability (at) of being caught in the tth sample, whether it is 

marked or unmarked (equal catchability). 

2. Every marked individual has the same probability (0t) of surviving from the tth to the (t + 

l)st sample. 

3. Individuals do not lose their tags, and tags are not overlooked at capture. 

4. Sampling time is negligible in relation to intervals between samples. 

In studies such as this, it is often not feasible to count or measure the entire population being 

studied. Consequently, data are collected from a subset, or "sample", of the population and 

inferences about the population are made based on these sample data (Andrew and Mapstone, 

1987). Often when compared to size of the population, sample size or tagged animals is very 
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small. In this study 740 fish were tagged, in order to gain some conclusions about the population 

and fishery as a whole in Paterson Inlet. Tagging experiments are not extensively used to assess 

stock abundance or mortality due to cost and practical difficulties related to tagging a 

representative sample of the stock and obtaining unbiased recovery data. There are numerous 

sources of error in making a population estimate from a mark and recapture experiment 

(Crossland, 1980). For example immediate post-tagging mortality can result in an 

underestimation of the exploitation rate and an over-estimation of the survival rate (Crossland, 

1980). 

In the past, tagging experiments have often failed because too few fish have being tagged, or 

fishers and other members of the industry have been reluctant to report recoveries. This is now 

improving, due to increased publicity about tagging programmes and in most tagging studies 

rewards and information on fish recaught is supplied to the fisherman. In this study no reward 

was offered but information on the data collected was made available, and systematic recapture 

events were an integral part of the study. 

2.7.3 Peterson Method for a single mark and recapture event. 

The Jolly-Seber method uses multiple tag-recapture data to gain an estimate of the several 

parameters of the population including abundance, movement and mortality. I compared the 

Jolly-Seber method to a single tag recapture event, using the Peterson method. The Peterson 

method is the simplest mark and recapture method, based on a single episode of marking animals, 

and a second single episode of recapturing individuals (Krebs, 1998). Three variables are used 

in this equation 

M = Number of individuals marked in the first sample 

C =Total number of individuals captured in the second sample 

R = Number of individuals in second sample that are marked 

From these variables, it allows an estimate of 

N = Size of population at time of marking. 

Two different equations were used with the first being 

N =CM 
R 

(2.4) 
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This formula however has being shown to produce a biased estimate of population size, tending 

to overestimate the actual population (Krebs, 1998). A rearrangement of this equation gives a 

more unbiased estimate when the number of recaptures (R) is 7 or more, giving (Krebs, 1998), 

N=M(C+ 1) 
R+ 1 

(2.5) 

Assumptions of the Peterson method are similar to Jolly-Seber except it is assumed that the 

population is closed. Because the data are collected from a single time period there is a 

possibility of bias due to seasonal abundance patterns or movements. 
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2.8RESULTS 

2.8.1 Statistical Analysis 

Below are the results from the Jolly-Seber multiple tag/recapture study for blue cod, 

Table 2.1 Tag-recapture data for a series of 5 samples of Blue Cod population in 

Paterson Inlet. 

Time Of Capture (Sampling Event) 

Time of Last Capture 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 7 0 0 0 0 

2 3 2 0 0 

3 4 3 0 

4 5 1 

5 3 

Total Marked (mt) 0 7 3 6 8 16 

Total Unmarked (Ut) 169 217 110 111 109 228 

Total Caught (nt) 169 224 113 117 117 244 

Total Released (st) 169 224 113 116 117 244 

Table 2.2 Population estimates derived from data in Table 1 by use of the Jolly-Seber 
model of population estimation. 

at Mt Nt 0t 

Sample Prop. Marked Size of Marked Popn Popn estimate Prob. Of survival 

1 0 0 0 1.04 

2 0.036 175.75 4881.94 0.09 

3 0.035 35.57 1016.33 0.45 

4 0.059 65 1101.69 0.30 

5 0.069 87 1260.87 
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Tables 2.1 and 2.2 collate the data from each tagging event using the Jolly-Seber method. At the 

start of the sampling period there was a very high estimate of population around the tagging sites 

of Native and Ulva Island, Paterson Inlet, with large confidence limits (Figure 2.4) below, from 

equation (2.10). As the study continued more recaptures were obtained and estimates were 

reduced, with confidence limits also reducing, resulting in a more precise population estimate and 

encorporating variability with season. 

Population estimates of Blue Cod 
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Figure 2.4 Population estimates of Blue Cod from Paterson Inlet at Native and Ulva 

Island, using the Jolly-Seber Method. Error bars show confidence limits in the estimate. 
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2.8.2 Peterson Method 

For the Peterson method of estimating population, I used the data from Table 1 in equation (2.4) 

to compare to the Jolly-Seber estimate. 

N = 224 X 169 
7 

N = 5408 

This population estimate is very large as was initially stated, and may be due to precision of 

estimates made for small sample size (Krebs, 1998). The number of recaptures at the second 

sampling event was 7, so this allowed the use of equation (2.5). 

N = 169(224 + 1) 
7+1 

N = 4753 

The equation from (2.5) increased precision in the population estimate although it also produced 

a large value. This value is close to the first estimate for population size using the Jolly-Seber 

method (Table 2). In the Jolly-Seber method an initial population estimate is high, but after 

multiple tagging events the estimate for population is reduced. These results demonstrate the 

need to conduct multiple tag/recapture events to arrive at a more precise estimate. 

2.8.3 Catch Per Unit Effort 

It was observed over the duration of the experiment that each trip produced different catch levels 

of blue cod. CPUE for each trip was worked out by number of cod caught per day divided by 

number of cod pots set per day, with time period being standardised (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5 Catch per unit effort of Blue Cod over the total duration of the experiment. 

CPUE is measured in number of blue cod per pot. 

The results from figure 2.5, show that after one month, a higher CPUE resulted. This CPUE 

decreased until nine months, where it increased again. One month corresponds to Winter, three 

months correspond to Spring, nine months is in Summer and ten months is in Autumn. These 

results allow us to conclude that over winter and autumn there is a higher CPUE of blue cod, 

suggesting a higher abundance of blue cod, while in spring and summer a lower CPUE results. 

Blue cod have been shown to spawn during late winter to early summer (Rapson, 1956), which 

corresponds with the above data. Low CPUE were observed during the spawning period of blue 

cod while higher CPUE were observed over autumn and winter. This could be due to blue cod 

feeding again to regain any condition lost during the breeding season. 
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2.9 DISCUSSION. 

The results were used to test equal catchability of the fish using the Leslie, Chitty, and Chitty 

Test of Equal Catchability (1953), within a marked segment of the population. This method 

failed to work with the current data, due to lack of sufficient re-recapture data. If unequal 

catchability in fact resulted, it might be due to fish reacting to being caught in a trap by having a 

smaller chance of recapture. 

The first population estimate at sampling time one was not available due to lack of previously 

tagged fish. At recapture time two, the population estimate was 4882 (Table 2.2), which is higher 

than the final estimate. This population estimate is for the area of suitable habitat at each site 

sampled, where the population estimates with confidence limits can be seen in Figure 2.4. This 

large population estimate also has large confidence limits deviating from 4882 by -656 and +391, 

so large variation results in this population estimate of 4882. At recapture time three a population 

estimate of 1016 (Table 2.2) resulted which is well below the estimate obtained from the previous 

sample. The confidence limits of this value are also smaller deviating from 1016 by -251 and 

+205, indicating greater precision and less seasonally induced bias. For recapture event four a 

population estimate of 1102 (Table 2.2) results with confidence limits deviating by -223 and 

+ 172. As more recapture events are obtained the 95% confidence intervals are decreasing, 

showing estimates of population are more precise and may be more accurate. To get a better 

estimate of the population around these sites more recapture events need to occur, especially re

recaptures so a test of equal catchability can be achieved. In recapture event five a population 

estimate of 1261 (Table 2.2) was achieved with confidence limits deviating by -210 and +164. 

The results are following the observed trend above with confidence intervals decreasing. These 

results confirm benefits of a multiple tag and recapture study for estimating abundance from a 

tagging study. 

Table 2.2 is a summary of the Jolly-Seber equations used, where for each sample there is a 

proportion marked of the population estimate (at). This proportion of population estimate allows 

size of the marked population to be calculated (Mt). From these two estimates it can be seen that 

only a very small proportion of the estimated population has been caught and tagged in this study. 

The probability of survival (equation 2.4 ), shown in Table 2.2 is very low for sample two and 

then increases for sample three, and decreases again at sample four. When 0t = 1 there are no 
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losses to the population, at sample time one, 0t is high (1.04), which is due to the start of the 

tagging event, but at sample time two, drops to 0.09 showing there are large losses to the 

population. When the next sampling event occurs the probability increases, the same pattern of 

fluctuation was shown in the example from Krebs (1998), with the estimate of the probability of 

surviving rising after the initial drop. It appears that the estimate of survival rate is stabalising 

with an increase in recapture data. Survival rates and population estimates have less uncertainty 

with more recapture events occurring, getting a better estimate of blue cod around Native and 

Ulva Islands. This general pattern is supported by Andrew and Mapstone (1987), where he 

shows that for a given sample size, the precision of a sample estimate is likely to increase with 

increasing size of sampling units. 

The sampling programme for this study was an unbalanced stratified sampling design (Andrew 

and Mapstone, 1987), where the replication at each level of the programme was not consistent 

across all treatments. This was due to the distribution of blue cod within Paterson Inlet, where at 

some sites none or very few blue cod resulted, whereas at other sites they were abundant. 

Andrew and Mapstone state that when a population estimate is required the best design is an 

unbalanced stratified sampling design. Estimates from simple random sampling are most likely 

to be reliable when the characteristics (e.g. aggregation, density) of the population are relatively 

consistent throughout the area sampled (Andrew and Mapstone, 1987). Abundance is often 

estimated more precisely if a number of subsections of the population are sampled separately 

(Andrew and Mapstone, 1987). 

This problem arises in relation to fisheries management and the state of fish stocks in the ocean. 

CPUE data from fisherman is used to measure the state of the fisheries, but problems can arise 

when using these data (Annala et al., 2001). Most fish stocks live in aggregations, where fishers 

target aggregations until the stock is depleted. The CPUE data will show little change in effort as 

the fishing effort is moved from site to site. However the population may become depleted by 

serial depletion of subpopulations. This is a general problem with CPUE data on coastal marine 

species that exist as population networks of discrete subpopulations of relatively sedentary adults 

connected by larval dispersal. Population estimates either from tag-recapture studies, visual 

counts or simply catch surveys are therefore very important when the state of fish stocks are 
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concerned, as it gives a more detailed view of population estimates. Therefore it is important to 

have independent measures given the inaccuracies of each method. 

This problem has arisen in Fiordland, where there has been serial depletion of blue cod among 

the fiords (Guardians of Fiordland Fisheries, 1999), resulting from overfishing without knowing 

population estimates, or the inherently low productivity of substocks inside the fiords. Blue cod 

are one of the most important recreational and commercial fisheries on the southern coast of the 

South Island, and large increases by recreational fishers has added strain to the already stressed 

fish stocks. Blue cod population estimates as they relate to fisheries management issues, will 

provide the basis for urgently needed management decisions. These decisions focus on whether 

blue cod stocks should be regarded as single stocks within each quota management area, or have 

a number of separately managed stocks within each area. If blue cod stocks are very localised 

and no intermixing occurs between populations at different sites, the blue cod may be very 

susceptable to depletion, without being replenished by other fish from other areas. If this 

continues without any information on substock separation we could lose one of the most 

recreational and commercially important finfish inside the fiords. 

This problem of serial depletion is very important not only to the fish stocks but also to the 

thousands of people who rely on the fishing industry in one way or another for an income or 

survival. For each fishery within the quota management areas abundance estimates are needed to 

assess the problem of stock assesment. This method is preferred to CPUE data from commercial 

fishers, which shows little change in fishing effort due to fishing from site to site on aggregations 

of blue cod. The only problem with a tagging study instead of CPUE data is the cost and time of 

the procedure, whereas CPUE data can be extracted from commercial fishers landing returns. 

From the results it can be seen that the multiple tag/recapture event give more accurate estimates 

for population, than the single tagging event using the Peterson method. Therefore in the 

understanding of blue cod populations a multiple tag/recapture event is more beneficial for 

accurate stock assessment. 

Information on growth rate of blue cod could also be very important for the management of the 

fishery. Information on growth (in addition to survival) is vital to estimates of yield per recruit 
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and to estimates of egg per recruit if fecundity can be estimated. The issue of growth in blue cod 

estimated from increment data is discussed in Chapter three. 
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3.0GROWTH 

3.1 Introduction 
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In the analysis and assessment of a species population dynamics, estimation of growth rates are a 

vital source of information. The increase in weight or length per unit time is of most interest to 

fishery managers as many problems in fishery assessment are essentially a matter of comparing 

weight gained by growth against that lost by natural mortality (Gulland, 1983). Given growth 

rates vary over the life span of a fish, intermediate increase in size and weight over a short period 

becomes very important from a management perspective. This is a case of estimating how much 

a fish has grown since the time of its first capture. Blue cod have a moderate growth rate, 

although there are probably considerable differences between different localities and habitats, 

linked with water temperature, food supply, and dietary composition (Paul, 1986). 

Estimates of growth rates of blue cod in Paterson Inlet obtained in the study will enable a 

comparison of growth to be made between previous studies, as well as growth from other areas. 

This information will allow a formal test of differences in growth over time and between areas. 

If blue cod stocks are being overfished as has been suggested, blue cod may have a higher growth 

rate due to more resources being present in terms of food, without having to compete with other 

blue cod (compensatory mechanisms). So a better understanding of growth rates could help the 

management of Southland blue cod. 

Historically most estimates of growth rates have been made in length rather than weight. 

According to Gulland (1983), a calculation between length and weight is not problematic, as the 

importance of fish in the ecosystem or to fisherman is better measured by weight. The 

calculation of the relationship between length and weight is obtained by calculating the 

polynomial regression of total length vs weight of the captured blue cod, giving an equation in the 

form, 

eq. 1 

Where b"'" 3 (Gulland, 1983). 
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3.1.1 Growth Curves for fish. 

The growth equation most often used is from von Bertalanffy (1938), which satisfies two 

important criteria- it fits most observed data of fish growth, and can be incorporated readily into 

stock assessment models (Gulland, 1983). If length or weight of a fish is plotted against age, the 

result is a curve, in which slope continuously decreases with increasing age (Figure 3.1). L= or 

W =is the average size of individuals in a population of very old animals (age oo ), and K describes 

the rate at which growth slows down as individuals approach L=. 

~ ---------------
-----------------

Age 

Figure 3.1 Growth curves of fish in terms of length and weight (Gulland, 1983). 

Ignoring immigration and emigration, stock production is a mixture of recruitment of new fish to 

the population, mortality and growth of fish already in the population (Haddon, 2001). Many 

aspects of a species life history characteristics tend to be reflected by growth, with long-lived 

species relatively slow growing and short-lived species having faster growth rates (Haddon, 

2001). In fisheries science it is very common to gather information about how a fish grows in 

size. In this tag/recapture study only length and weight information was gathered on blue cod, so 

growth rates were measured through growth increments. Different methods are required for 

fitting growth models to this type of data, compared to length at age or weight at age studies from 

otoliths (Haddon, 2001). Fish can be aged by counting daily or annual increments in otoliths 

(Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). For each otolith that is removed the total length and/or weight 

of the fish is required. V on Bertalanffy derived an equation that could be used to predict the 

length of an organism as a function of its age. Growth models that use von Bertalanffy growth 

equations are generally good descriptors for growth of reef fish (Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). 
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In this study no otoliths were sampled so age of blue cod was not available directly, but a growth 

curve of Paterson Inlet blue cod was constructed. 

3.1.2 Age Validation 

Fabens (1965) transformed the von Bertalanffy curve into a form where it could be used with 

information gathered from tagging programmes. This increment based growth study is a good 

"independent measure" of growth in blue cod. Taking into consideration the size of this study, 

the transformed von Bertalanffy curve was deemed to be the best option because it is difficult to 

get accurate estimates of age from otoliths, as annual or daily increments are difficult to 

determine and measurement error can occur through variability in age estimates. Otoliths are 

CaC03 structures in the inner ear of teleost fish, which record growth history because they are 

formed at birth, and new layers of calcium carbonate are deposited daily as discernible growth 

bands (Swearer et al., 1999). 

For best results from this method of age validation, a pilot study needs to be run, where a fish is 

marked with tetracycline and then released for a known period of time (Kingsford and Battershill, 

1998). This allows growth rings to be counted in between a known period of time. Blackwell 

(1998) undertook a tagging study on blue cod in Marlborough Sounds, where 250 otoliths were 

measured for age validation. There was a trend in underestimation present, particularly for older 

fish, where 84% of otoliths differed by one year. With increment data the estimates of growth are 

not subject to this type of error. 

3.2 Tagging 

Tagging has long been used as a means to study information on growth. However the tagging 

process can be detrimental to fish, and caution must be exercised in extrapolating results derived 

from tagged fish to the rest of the population (Griggs et al., 1998). Because of this it is necessary 

to quantify the effects of tagging on the fish, this was achieved in the initial pilot study. 
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3.2.1 Problems with Tagging Studies 

Tagging studies can be unsuccessful due to low return rates as tags can easily be lost or shed. In 

practice it is likely that additional losses in tagged populations will initially be high (e.g. due to 

delayed shock of tagging, etc.), then moderately low, then increase as fish grow or tags wear out 

(Crossland, 1980; Gulland, 1983; Nielson, 1992;). 

Behavioural changes are expected due to being tagged, size and colour of the tag may encourage 

or discourage aggressive behaviour by tagged animals, predators and competitors (Nielson, 1992; 

Griggs et al., 1998). Dart style tags were used in this project for ease of tagging and 

demonstrated use for benthic species. For example Nielson (1992) states that dart style tags 

generally cause little change in growth or mortality of tagged fish. He further adds that although 

initial mortality may be relatively high due to extensive handling, long-term mortality is 

presumably low if tags are applied correctly and tag size and style are well chosen for the species. 

3.2.2 Tag Losses 

Tag loss can seriously affect assessment results from tag/recapture experiments. In addition to 

the natural ability of a fish to shed tags, external tags can also be lost after becoming entangled in 

a cod pot. This was observed during fieldwork as two fish were observed with skin rubbed off 

their back due to being trapped near an entrance to a pot. In some cases capture and tagging are 

very stressful for the fish and can affect their survival in the tagged population. Tag retention 

depends on several factors, including tagging procedure, attachment mechanism of the tag, and 

the particular species being tagged (Nielson, 1992). Dart tags were deemed appropriate in this 

study as previous researchers (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 1983; Mace and Johnston, 1983) widely 

used dart tags in studies on blue cod. Furthermore, dart tags are also more easily observed either 

underwater or by fishers. 
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3.2.3 Tagging Mortality 

Smaller blue cod are probably affected more by dart tags than larger fish, as they can be more 

susceptible to physical effects of the tag. The applicator needle and tag head cause a puncture 

wound larger than the tag shaft, and associated trauma can be great for small animals (Nielson, 

1992). Delayed mortality occurs if the tag (or tagging procedure) harms the animal in direct or 

subtle ways (Nielson, 1992), for example; wounds from the tagging process, make swimming 

more difficult. It was assumed tagging does not reduce growth of tagged fish, which is critical as 

a reduction in nutritional status may influence all other population statistics (Nielson, 1992). 

This may result in fish becoming more vulnerable to disease, predation and harvest. To improve 

tag returns, sequenced trips were made to Paterson Inlet to gain tag recaptures, and also to tag 

more fish. This was useful during winter months where no tag recapture data from local 

fisherman were returned so I was able to gain some recapture data on blue cod. 

Tagging allows identification of individual blue cod over a wide size range, which is useful for 

studies on mortality, movement, migrations, and growth of individuals. A successful tagging 

study can also provide useful biological information from movement data for determining size of 

marine reserves (Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). There are disadvantages associated with 

tagging studies, where an increase in mortality can be a direct result from tagging. An indirect 

increase in mortality of fish can result from tagging, due to increased rates of predation 

(Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). If tag loss is present an underestimate of tagged fish in the 

population results, which can affect recapture results, and alter estimates of abundance. Another 

problem in analysis of tag recoveries is that in areas without or very little fishing effort no tags 

are recovered, so the number of recoveries is related to the fishing effort in that area (Hilborn, 

1990). 

3.2.4 Effects of tagging 

An integral component of management strategy in commercial and recreational fisheries is the 

release of a significant portion of the catch (Ferguson and Tufts, 1991). In commercial fisheries, 

this may include species caught out of season or individuals, which do not meet size restrictions. 

In recreational fisheries, catch and release policies have also been implemented to offset impact 

of increased angling pressure on limited fish stocks (Ferguson and Tufts, 1991). 
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After a period of exhaustive exercise associated with angling or struggling in commercial fishing 

gear, there can be a physiological stress in fish, with complete recovery not guaranteed simply 

because the exhausted fish is released (Barnes et al., 1970; Wood et al., 1983; Ferguson and 

Tufts, 1991). The death of fish released after capture, is probably attributed to intracellular 

acidosis, which raises a question about validity of returning captured fish to the wild (Wood et 

al., 1983). Ferguson and Tufts showed air exposure after exhaustive exercise is another 

additional stress, which can result in delayed mortality of released fish. 

Survival release rates for this study were based on those shown in Carbines (1999) where blue 

cod could be left in air for a period of approximately 100 seconds before survival of released fish 

fell below 100%. In this study all blue cod were exposed to air for less than 100 seconds being 

returned quickly as possible. This suggests blue cod will have a good survival rate when 

released, and was supported by all released fish swimming back to the bottom. 

3.3 Recapture errors 

Recaptures are normally by either commercial or recreational fishers. In these cases errors may 

arise from mistakes in recording the position of recaptured fish, or the accurate measurement of 

length or weight. This tagging study was advertised by notices around Paterson Inlet and at the 

Department of Conservation, Stewart Island, to increase chances of full and precise information 

on recaptures. All charter boat operators were also notified of the study, so most people utilising 

the area in which blue cod were tagged, were aware of the study. 

3.4 Natural Mortality 

Warren et al., (1997) estimated that blue cod in Southland live to a maximum age of 17 years, 

however this estimate may not be reliable due to a limited analysis of otoliths collected from 

large individuals. A study by Blackwell (1998) assumed that 1% of a cohort of males reaches 17 

years (Am) and that 1% of a cohort of females reaches 19 years. For modelling purposes in this 

study it is assumed that all blue cod have a maximum age of 19 years as I have no information on 

sex of fish. Using the equation shown in Blackwell, an estimate of natural mortality was 

achieved by, 
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Figure 3.2 Natural Mortality of Blue Cod. 
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Every year, a proportion of 0.24 of the blue cod population will die due to natural mortality. Fish 

populations are influenced by diffusion, where abundance is altered by immigration, emigration 

and deaths due to fishing and natural mortality. The Jolly-Seber method gives an estimate for 

survival rate so combined with natural mortality could help predict what proportion of the 

population is still alive each year. 

3.5 Condition Factor 

In order to distinguish the effects of tagging, an equation for condition factor was used. The 

relationship used is, 

Figure 3.3 Condition Factor for Blue Cod. 

(wfL3
·
05

) x 100, 

where w is weight of fish (g) and Lis length of fish (cm) (Stanley, 1983). Using this equation for 

tagged blue cod at first capture and then recapture showed the change in condition of blue cod 

before and after tagging. If condition factor is plotted on a graph versus time at liberty, it shows 

how well the fish is doing in relation to growth with the presence of a tag. If tagging had an 

influence on blue cod, one would expect the trend of the graph to be decreasing condition with 

increasing time. But condition factor is not a direct indicator of tagging in this study, as condition 

factor of fish could change seasonally. Without a control we cannot isolate tagging as a treatment 

influencing condition factor. However it is still useful to examine trends in the data that might be 

consistent with an influence of tagging on condition factor. 
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3.6 V on Bertalanffy Growth Curve 

In most tagging experiments, length is recorded when fish are first tagged and then recaptured, 

with time at liberty known. Fabens (1965) re-formulated the von Bertalanffy curve (1938) in 

terms of size increments after a given time from an initial size, to use such data to fit the growth 

curve (Haddon, 2001). The translation of the von Bertalanffy curve was formalised into a form 

where it could be used with information gathered from tagging programmes. 

Haddon (2001) showed the manipulated equation by Fabens (1965), shown in Figure 3.4 

Figure 3.4 Reformulated V on Bertalanffy Growth Curve Equation. 

L1L = (L~ - L1) ( 1 - e-kllt) 

where for an animal with an initial length of L1 , L1L is the change in length through the period of 

L1t. By minimising the squared differences between the observed L1L and the expected L1L for 

each point, using Figure 3.4, estimates can be derived for K and L~ parameters (Haddon, 2001). 

A further look at equations and spreadsheet used for growth parameters can be seen in Example 

Box 8.3 in Haddon (2001). 

3.7 OBJECTIVES 

In this chapter using the tagging data on blue cod from Paterson Inlet, growth rates both in terms 

of length and weight will be determined. Using the tagging data a growth curve of blue cod 

length vs age will also be achieved using the von Bertalanffy growth equation. At each study site 

size frequency histograms will give an indication of the structure of the blue cod population 

around that particular reef, which could provide useful information for fisheries management of 

blue cod within Paterson Inlet. 
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3.8RESULTS 

3.8.1 Growth Rates 

From the tagging study a total of forty tagged blue cod were recovered either in recapture events 

or by other fishers. Not all fish returned by fishers had an estimate of weight but did have a 

measure of Total Length (TL). The days at liberty ranged from 8 days to 371 days. This shows 

tagged fish continue to feed after tagging, which is supported by two fish being recaptured eight 

days after tagging. Having data in terms of length and weight of blue cod before a tagging event 

and days at liberty when a tag is returned allows estimates of growth rates for tagged fish. This 

can be seen from the following figures, using the results gathered from tagged blue cod. 

Growth rate (mm/month) of Blue Cod for 
recaptured fish 
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Figure 3.5 Growth rate (mm/month) of tagged Blue Cod after being tagged and 

recaptured in Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island. Standard length is measured in mm. 

From forty recaptured fish, thirty-two (80%) showed an increase in total length, while seven 

(18%) stayed the same and one (2%) decreased in length. Fish that showed no increase in 

length while at liberty could have been due to their short time at liberty, thus an increase in 

growth in the form of length cannot be expected. In the Marlborough Sounds, Blackwell (1998) 

showed that blue cod have a growth rate of 10-20 mm per year (1.7 mm/month). In Foveaux 

Strait blue cod have an initial growth rate of 65 mm per year (5.5 mm/month), which slows at the 

end of their eighth year to 35 mm per year (2.9 mm/month) (Rapson, 1956). The average growth 

rate from Paterson Inlet is 2.8 mm/month for blue cod between 210 mm and 480mm standard 
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length, which is similar to those obtained by Rapson, but higher than growth rates of blue cod in 

the Marlborough Sounds. Warren et al., (1997) showed that after the eighth year, blue cod 

growth in length slows down, where individuals tend to increase in weight, rather than length. 

Figure 3.6 displays growth rate in terms of weight. 
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Figure 3.6 Growth rate (grams/month) of Blue Cod after being tagged and recaptured in 

Paterson Inlet, Stewart Island. 

Thirty-two of the forty recaptured fish had details of weight, as some fishers didn't have access to 

scales. Twenty blue cod (62%) showed an increase in weight, while six (19%) decreased and six 

(19%) stayed the same. Blue cod larger than 1000 grams showed a higher growth rate than blue 

cod less than 1000 grams as expected from the von Bertalanffy model. Two fish showed a 

growth rate of 140 and 200 grams per month, with the average growth rate being 23 g/month. 

Figure 3.6 follows the same trend as the growth curve of length vs weight, which can be seen in 

Figure 3.13. Thus from these results it can be concluded that as blue cod mature, growth rate 

expressed as weight increases, following the expected trend with some variance. This would 

continue until G= is reached. However more tag recaptures would provide a better estimate of 

growth after tagging. 
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3.8.2 Size Frequency Distributions 

Blue cod from three different sampling sites at Manawahei Nugget, Northeast Native and 

Southeast Native Island, were grouped into size frequency distributions, which are shown in 

Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. A test for differences between size distributions at the different sites can 

then be made. 

In Figure 3.7 the size frequency histogram appears to have a bimodal distribution for blue cod at 

Manawahei Nugget, having a mean size of 343 mm, which is larger than minimum legal size for 

blue cod (330 mm). Greater numbers of blue cod were tagged at this site due to better catch 

rates, with the other two sites producing relatively small catch rates. The ebb and flow of the tide 

strongly influences Manawahei Nugget as it is in the main channel of the inlet (Old unpub data). 

Figure 3.8 describes the Southeast corner of Native Island on the Inlet side, which is sheltered 

from wave exposure, but is exposed to prevailing southerly winds. The site is relatively near the 

entrance of the inlet, so large tidal influence occurs here, which is similar to Manawahei Nugget, 

on the opposite side of inlet (Old unpub data). Most blue cod caught here were larger than 

minimum legal size, with a mean size of 359 mm. A bimodal distribution can be observed from 

the above graph. 

Figure 3.9 relates to the outer side of Native Island, which is moderately exposed to waves, but 

somewhat sheltered from prevailing southerly winds. Some tagging events could not be carried 

out here due to bad weather and rough seas. Large kelp beds were present at this site, which can 

have a dampening effect on wave exposure, providing more quiescent conditions for fish and 

other marine species. Compared to the other two sites fewer fish were tagged due to a low catch 

rate, with many cod pots being returned with no blue cod but abundant banded wrasse 

(Notolabrus fucicola). The blue cod at this site were of a smaller length, with mean size of 320 

mm. Figure 3.9 shows a skewed normal distribution, which is different from the other two sites. 

This indicates that over half of the fish were below the minimum legal size. 
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Figure 3.7 Size Frequency Distribution of Blue Cod at site 1. 
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Figure 3.8 Size Frequency Distribution of Blue Cod at site 2. 
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Figure 3.9 Size Frequency Distribution of Blue Cod at site 3. 
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3.8.3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov nonparametric test 

From the above mean values of total length, it appeared there were differences in mean sizes 

among sites. The Northeast Native Island site had a mean size of 320 mm, while from 

Manawahei Nugget, Ulva Island the mean size was 343 mm. To test if there were any 

differences between the size distributions at Ulva Island and Native Island a two sample 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov nonparametric test was used. This test is based on the unsigned differences 

between the relative cumulative frequency distributions of the two samples. The underlying 

assumption of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is that the variables studied are continuous (Sokal 

and Rohlf, 1980). A test statistic D results, which can be used to determine if the results are 

significant and allow us to either accept or reject the null hypothesis. 

H0 : Blue cod from Native Island and Manawahei Nugget come from populations of the 

same size frequency distributions. 

HA : Blue cod from Native Island and Manawahei Nugget are from populations with 

different size frequency distributions. 

Cumulative frequency distributions were formed from frequencies of the two distributions, where 

the absolute difference between the relative cumulative frequencies gives the unsigned difference 

D. This value is compared to the test statistic D to test for significance, by using the following 

equation, 

Figure 3.11 Kolmogorov-Smirnov equation for the test statistic. 

Da = Ka -1Cn1 + n2) 
nln2 

with the below values given in Sokal & Rohlf (1980) 

ex= 0.05 K.os = 1.35810 

ex= 0.01 K.01 = 1.62762 

The largest unsigned difference from the cumulative frequency table was, 

D =0.23 

The test statistic at both levels were 

D.os = 0.13 

D 01 = 0.161, 
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The unsigned difference is greater than the test statistic D = 0.23 > D.os = 0.13, so we can reject 

the null hypothesis and conclude that the two populations of blue cod from Manawahei Nugget 

and Native Island come from populations with different size frequency distributions. 

3.9 Pilot Study 

The objective of the pilot study was to determine rates of tag retention and growth. The 

controlled environment allowed the capture of the blue cod again after a known period of time. 

This allowed growth rate for blue cod from the Otago region to be achieved in terms of length 

and weight. This can be seen below on figure 3 .11. 

Growth Rate (mm/month) of tagged Blue Cod in 
Pilot Study off the Otago Coast 
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Figure 3.11 Growth rate (rnrnlmonth) of tagged Blue Cod caught off the Otago Coastline, 

and held in captivity for 289 days at Portobello Marine Laboratory. 

Blue cod all showed an increase in length over the period of captivity, where each fish grew 

between 30-50 mm for the 289-day period. As initial length of the fish increases the growth rate 

decreased, which is expected as a fish's growth slows down when it approaches L~ which can be 

seen for Paterson Inlet blue cod in Figure 3.16. From the graph it would appear that blue cod 

held in captivity have a higher growth rate than blue cod in Paterson Inlet and that growth of fish 

in Paterson Inlet is more variable. The growth rate in terms of weight for the blue cod in the pilot 

study can be seen below in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12 Growth rates (g/month) of tagged Blue Cod caught off Otago Coastline, and 

held in Portobello Marine Laboratory for 289 days 

Blue cod showed a large increase in weight, which could be due to living in a confined space, 

where food is always available, so fish don't have to hunt or scavenge. There is no tidal or 

current flow present in the tank, so no excess energy is expended on swimming into tide, so all 

energy resources can go towards somatic growth or gonad formation. A slight trend can be seen 

where weight gain increases with increasing weight as expected. This similar trend was found in 

the blue cod in Paterson Inlet (Figure 3.6). However as with length the natural population shows 

greater individual variability in growth. 
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3.10 Length and Weight Relationship 

Paired blue cod length and weight data was plotted, and a polynomial regression was used to 

describe the relationship between weight at length. This is particularly useful especially when tag 

returns are reported in terms of length only. 
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Figure 3.13 Length and Weight Relationship of Blue Cod caught in Paterson Inlet 

between August 16, 2000 and April 30, 2001. 

A curve resulted from the data points with an allometric relationship, showing as total length 

increases total weight increases by a factor of 2.72. The equation shows length of fish can be 

substituted into x, resulting in total weight of fish. So rewriting the equation, 

Weight= 0.00009(Length)2
·
7233 

Two other species of fish were also caught in Paterson Inlet by the cod pots, Trumpeter (Latris 

lineata) and Blue Moki (Latridopsis ciliaris). Both of these species were observed living in the 

same area as blue cod, but have a more pelagic lifestyle. These two species are not a common 

fish caught in cod pots, however from the fish caught length and weight relationships were 

obtained. 
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Length and Weight relationship of Trumpeter in 
Paterson Inlet 
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Figure 3.14 Length and weight relationship of Trumpeter in Paterson Inlet. 
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Figure 3.15 Length and Weight relationship of Blue Moki in Paterson Inlet. 
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From 22 trumpeter caught and tagged there was a good spread of data showing a relationship of 

weight increasing with length, shown by the regression line with a r2 value of 0.648. Two 

outliers were present which were well-conditioned fish for their length compared to other 

trumpeter. These results allowed an estimate of trumpeter weight with just an initial length 

obtained from the regression equation, Weight= 6.148(Length)- 1373.6. 
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From the15 blue moki caught in the cod pots a good spread of data resulted with tightly fitting 

regression line with an r2 value of 0.9576. This value is close to 1 showing the data points are 

well represented by the regression line. An estimate of weight can be obtained from the 

regression equation where, Weight= 77.963 (Length)- 1879.2. This data is not important for 

this study but may help with future studies in Paterson Inlet, for studies on reef fish, where an 

initial pilot study has been run. 

3.11 Growth Curve for Blue Cod in Paterson Inlet 
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Figure 3.16 The von Bertalanffy growth curve of Blue Cod in Paterson Inlet, 2001, with a 

maximum age of 19 years. 

Using the Fabens method with an adjustment to the von Bertalanffy equations allowed L= and K 

to be calculated. From the tagging data of blue cod, it resulted in a L= = 480.6 mm and K = 

0.298. This growth curve shows that a blue cod at minimum legal size (330 mm) will be 

approximately five years old. This is consistent with the results found by Rapson (1956), where 

Southland blue cod reach 330 mm at five to six years of age. Southland blue cod have a higher 

growth rate than fish further north, reaching 330 mm at an earlier age (Warren et al., 1997). In 
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Marlborough Sounds it takes blue cod six to eight years to reach 330 mm (Rapson, 1956), and at 

least eight years in Northland (Mutch, 1983). 

3.12 Condition Factor 

For each returned fish I used the data from before and after tagging to calculate condition factor 

using the equation shown in Stanley (1983), so a comparison could be made before and after 

tagging. 

Change in Condition Factor for Blue Cod after tagging in 
Paterson Inlet 
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Figure 3.17 Condition Factor of Blue Cod before and after tagging in Paterson Inlet. 

Thirty-two fish had data for both length and weight. Eleven (34%) of the blue cod increased in 

condition factor, while twenty (63%) decreased, and one (3%) stayed the same. As the condition 

factor takes into account both length and weight, it could reflect possible detrimental effects of 

tagging. Tagging may add some stress to fish as 63% of the sample lost condition after the event 

of tagging. However the graph of condition factor shows no general trend in the data with time at 

liberty. If tagging were significantly stressful on the fish we would expect a decrease in 

condition with time. This is not the case here, but condition of fish can also change during the 

year with seasons, so this is not a conclusive test. 
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In order to test whether tagging covaries with condition factor a t-test was performed on the 

condition factor data. This test will allow us to be able to either accept or reject our null 

hypothesis depending on the significance of the p-value. 

H 0 : Condition Factor changes with tagging 

HA: Condition Factor does not change with tagging. 

The t-test gave a p-value of 0.029, which is less than the accepted level of p ~ 0.05, so the result 

is significant, so we can reject the null hypothesis and state that condition factor is not different 

between tagged and untagged groups. 

3.13 Return Rate 

In this study, 740 fish were tagged with sixty three blue cod returned, giving a return rate of 

5.4%. This value is consistent with previous tagging studies, which range between 2.5% and 5%. 

Domestic tag returns have coincided with summer months, due to more people fishing in the inlet 

due to holidays and settled weather. This can be seen in figure 3.18 below. 
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Figure 3.18 Tag returns from fishers in Paterson Inlet, 2000-2001. 
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There is a definite trend between summer months and number of tag returns, compared to winter 

months. It is not known how many recapture events are not reported but in this study I am 

assuming that every tagged fish that is caught is subsequently reported. 

3.14 DISCUSSION 

In the pilot study blue cod length follows a typical asymptotic trajectory, and weight follows a 

typical geometric gain. In Paterson Inlet growth rate in terms of length showed no real trend in 

the data, with much variability among individuals. A similar pattern is observed in terms of 

weight gain. This suggests more variability in growth for the wild population. 

The average growth rate of blue cod between 260 mm and 440 mm TL in Paterson Inlet was 2.8 

mm/month, which is similar with the tagging study undertaken by Rapson (1956) which showed 

blue cod in Foveaux Strait had a growth rate of 2.9 mm/month, after their eighth year. If blue 

cod stocks were declining from overfishing one might expect the growth rate of blue cod to 

increase, if food is limiting. The growth rates of blue cod by Rapson were calculated for a study 

conducted in 1956, and in 2001 the growth rates are almost exactly the same. So these results 

suggest that the blue cod growth rates are relatively consistent. Growth rate in Southland blue 

cod is almost twice that of blue cod in Marlborough Sounds, where warmer water is expected to 

be the major influence while amount and type of food is also thought to contribute to lower 

growth rates. 

In Paterson Inlet most recaptured blue cod increased in weight, with larger fish having a higher 

weight gain, which was observed in the pilot study. This could be due to the fact that larger fish 

have been shown to eat more energy rich food but found in less abundance, compared to smaller 

blue cod who spend a large part of their daily activity foraging on more abundant but less energy 

rich food. Larger blue cod have been shown to hold territories, which not only defends a number 

of females for mating but also a good supply of food. Therefore it could be expected that large 

dominant blue cod occupy territories with greater food supply and shelter present. From the 

tag/recapture data from Paterson Inlet there was high variability in the growth rates (Figure 3.5, 

3.6), compared to the pilot study at Portobello Marine Laboratory (Figure 3.11, 3.12). This could 

be due to the blue cod's food in the wild is very variable, compared to the pilot study where the 

fish are in a controlled environment and are fed everyday. 
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From the size frequency distributions (Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9) of blue cod in Paterson Inlet, 

differences between the sites can be observed. Both Manawahei Nugget and Southeast Native 

Island appear to be bimodally distributed while at Northeast Native Island the distribution seems 

to be skewed towards smaller sizes. At Northeast Native Island it can be seen that smaller fish 

dominate this site compared to larger fish above minimum legal size. This trend could either be a 

result of larger fish not occupying this area or larger fish have being removed by fishing. The 

latter idea supports the fact that size selective fishing may have resulted, where most legal blue 

cod have been removed. This difference in size of blue cod between sites was tested with a 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, showing that blue cod at Northeast Native Island and Manawahei 

Nugget are from populations with different size frequency distributions. Northeast Native Island 

is sheltered from prevailing winds and relatively close to Halfmoon Bay. So when weather is 

rough this site could attract fishing pressure, resulting in higher mortality on the larger legal sized 

blue cod. 

When the length and weight data of all the blue cod captured in Paterson Inlet was plotted it gave 

a good spread of data with size. With the regression line giving a good fit of the data I can be 

fairly confident in using the regression equation for calculating weight from length of blue cod. 

This is especially useful in tagging studies when most of the returned data only reports length 

measurements. Using the reformulated von Bertalanffy growth curve, estimates of L= and K for 

blue cod in Paterson Inlet resulted. From the graph it can be seen that the minimum legal size of 

blue cod will be about five years old, which is also consistent with Rapson (1956). This result 

supports the idea that blue cod grow faster in the south than further north. 

One problem in the tagging programme, was the low return rate of tags from recreational fishers, 

but was balanced by the tagging study being a multi sample tag/recapture study, allowing blue 

cod to be recaptured at the multiple tag/recapture events. A possibility for this could be that more 

recreational fishers fish outside the inlet, unless seeking shelter, due to the lower catch limit of 15 

blue cod inside the inlet, compared to 30 outside the inlet. Larger and faster boats, improved fish 

location technology and gear all contribute to improving the fishers chances at catching fish. 

More efficient boats and technology allow fishers to travel further, locate aggregations of fish and 

return to locations where they have previously had success by the use of a GPS. Only one tag 

return was from a commercial fisher, but this was expected as no commercial fishing is allowed 
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inside Paterson Inlet, so only blue cod that move out of the inlet have a chance of getting caught 

by a commercial fisher. 

Movement data for blue cod can help with management of the fishery, as at the moment blue cod 

stocks are managed as one individual stock within each QMA. Movement of blue cod is known 

to result but the extent to which this occurs is unknown. Information on movement rates can 

contribute to our understanding of whether fish populations can replenish areas that have become 

depleted due to overfishing. The issue of movement for blue cod from tag/recapture data is 

discussed in Chapter four. 
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4.1 Introduction 
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All animals are limited in the extent of their daily wanderings. It is logical that size of an animal 

will greatly affect the maximum area that can be covered and therefore will influence size of their 

home range (McNab, 1963), while there are notable deviations from this trend. The home range 

is an area in which a reef fish will spend most of its time, exclusive of migrations and emigrations 

(Brown and Orians, 1970). Space is often a limiting resource among similar reef fishes, where 

distribution may be the result of recruitment and post-settlement processes such as predation and 

competition for resources (Sale, 1978; 1991; Robertson et al., 1981; Jones, 1987). It has been 

established that as a fish grows, the relationship with its physical and biological environment 

changes (Mutch, 1983; Carbines, 1998). Mutch (1983) showed this where a size-specific change 

in the amount of time spent foraging among blue cod was found. Juvenile blue cod spend 80-

90% of their daily activity foraging among algal turf, while adult blue cod only spend 35% of 

their time foraging (Mutch, 1983). The energy requirement of adult and juvenile blue cod vary 

significantly with larger fish requiring more energy to supply their daily requirements when 

compared to smaller individuals. This is shown by adult blue cod, spending less foraging time 

over a much larger area of reef for more energy rich and less abundant prey items (Mutch, 1983). 

Movement patterns of blue cod within Southland and the southeast coast are not known. It is 

therefore possible that several distinct substocks exist if there is little movement between areas 

within the Southland Quota Management Area (Warren et al., 1997). For example, it is unlikely 

that the blue cod fishery around Fiordland is influenced by the fishing effort in Foveaux Strait. 

So overfishing can lead to localised depletion of stocks without noticeably affecting nearby 

populations. This may have resulted at Northeast Native Island where larger fish were absent 

from this site while Manawahei Nugget and Southeast Native Island had larger fish present. 

Information on movement of blue cod is important in order to determine whether locally depleted 

areas can recover and how long recovery would take. This knowledge would help determine 

whether blue cod stocks within Paterson Inlet will move into the area of Northeast Native Island 

where larger fish are absent. 
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If movement rates were known, optimum management of the blue cod fishery might be different 

for blue cod populations with little movement within quota management areas than it would be 

for blue cod populations that moved extensively within and between quota management areas 

(Warren et al., 1997). Determining the movement patterns of blue cod is therefore necessary to 

ensure the future of these stocks. 

4.2 Behaviour of Blue Cod in their Territories. 

Aggressive encounters occur between blue cod occupying territories (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 

1983) so observation posts are often associated with these areas, which exist on prominent 

outcrops or raised rocks and ridges, and are frequently visited by resident fish during times of 

activity (Mutch, 1983). This allows a broad view of areas within the home range with a 

minimum of movement by territorial fish, which is especially useful to adult males with large 

territories. 

Protecting a territory leads to superior food resources, but it also comes at a cost of high-energy 

expenditure in defending resources (Tullock, 1979). As size of territory increases, borders of 

territories also increase, therefore making it more difficult to defend. Holding a territory 

represents not only a gain but also a cost. Figure 4.1 shows protecting a given area would lead to 

superior food resources, (which is a gain), but a certain amount of energy expenditure in defence 

(which is a cost). Presumably the gain increases the likelihood of survival, both of the animal 

itself and its offspring, and the cost reduces the chance of survival (Tullock, 1979). Figure 4.1 

also shows that increasing territory size (S ') comes with an increased cost, as more energy is 

expended in defending the border of the territory. 
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Figure 4.1 Relationship between territory size and the cost/return of having that territory, 

shown by the two lines cost and gain. The shaded area is the total gain from holding that 

territory, taken from Tullock (1979). 

This graph predicts that larger blue cod, with larger territories are likely subjected to a large 

amount of competition, from smaller blue cod competing for the same food resources or area. 

4.3 Territories 

Territorial behaviour (i.e. the defence of an area against intruders) occurs in all classes of 

vertebrates, most frequently among fishes and birds (Clarke, 1970; Moran and Sale, 1977; 

Robertson et al., 1981; Nursall, 1976; Hixon, 1980; Low, 1971). The role ofterritorial behaviour 

in regulation of population density has been widely studied. Although studies have examined the 

idea that an upper limit may exist to the number of territories which can be packed into any given 

habitat, few general discussions have considered factors determining size of individual territories 

(Hixon, 1980; Blackwell, 1998). Permanent territories often function to defend mates and shelter 

sites, where food supply is of fundamental importance as it supplies energetic and nutritional 

requirements for maintenance, growth and reproduction (Davies, 1978; Tricas, 1989). Dominant 

male blue cod territories form the spatial basis to the group within which activities of female blue 

cod are generally confined (Mutch, 1983). The large male is the dominant individual and moves 

around his home range visiting and interacting with all female fish, which is occasionally 

interrupted by border disputes, and frequently by periods of rest (Mutch, 1983). Tullock (1979) 
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showed that when a bird takes possession of its territory, it cannot accurately predict how much 

food will be produced in the coming year. The larger territory occupied the higher likelihood that 

there will be sufficient food to raise the brood. 

During the breeding period, although need for territory is greatest, cost of defending, in sense of 

diverting time from collecting food is also high (Tullock, 1979). Jones and Norman (1986), 

found from studies on herbivorous reef fish Parma victoriae, that territories expand readily in 

response to having neighbours removed. In this case they discovered that neighbour removal 

resulted in an average immediate increase of about 250% in territory size, and still continued to 

be occupied two weeks later. 

4.3.1 Distance Travelled by Blue Cod 

Rapson (1956); Mutch (1983); Paul (1986); and Carbines (1999) all indicate that large male blue 

cod are territorial, which hold loose territories that are defended against conspecifics of both 

sexes. However during breeding season territoriality is intense resulting in a clearer separation 

of territories (Mutch, 1983). A major blue cod tagging study was undertaken in the Marlborough 

Sounds during 1940 and 1941, where 92% of recaptured fish had moved less than 1.5 kilometres. 

Carbines suggested, that in enclosed areas such as Marlborough Sounds and Paterson Inlet, blue 

cod may move far less than those tagged in the open sea. This was supported in a tagging 

programme undertaken by NIW A where blue cod tagged inside Paters on Inlet moved far less (an 

average of 2 kilometres) than those tagged outside (an average of 35 kilometres) (Carbines, 

1998). Mace and Johnston (1983) undertook a tagging study on blue cod in Marlborough Sounds 

of 2430 fish, of which nearly 72% had not moved significant distances. 

4.3.2 Costs of Territories 

In poor or stressed habitats, food abundance alone may set lower limits to territory size necessary 

to supply basic metabolic requirements. Blue cod often feed within their territories, where prey 

capture is a group affair involving several minutes of intensive disturbance within a localised area 

to expose their prey. Once available, the larger and more dominant blue cod have first take, after 

which feeding by smaller fish is tolerated (Mutch, 1983). Jones (1984a, 1987) showed that the 

distribution of individuals within sites at any time appears to be non-random and related to a host 

of ecological and behavioural factors. Behavioural factors can include intraspecific and 
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interspecific association or aggression as well as spawning-site choice (Jones 1981b, 1983, 

1984a, 1987; Mutch 1983). The effect that a local population has on defendability of a territory 

can be complex. Blue cod spend both, time and energy in interactions with females and other 

males, which can relate to their mating success (Warner and Hoffman, 1980). 

4.3.3 Reproductive Benefits of Territories 

Male blue cod can have reproductive benefits derived from territoriality as long as the male has 

time available for increased mating activity. An increase in social interference from other male 

blue cod can result in higher territorial costs as defence takes up time otherwise available for 

mating (Warner and Hoffman, 1980). Three situations can emerge: 

1. Low population density: when population densities around a territory are low enough 

territorial male cod have sufficient time for successful defence and mating with all available 

female blue cod (Warner and Hoffman, 1980). 

2. Higher population densities: result in increased numbers of male blue cod, so territorial blue 

cod spend more time in defence, with male cod mating success decreasing when many males 

are present (Warner and Hoffman, 1980). 

3. Economic undefendability: territories can become too costly to maintain in areas where high 

densities of interfering male blue cod are present. The defending male blue cod may abandon 

the site entirely and move to a less crowded area, or may adopt nonterritorial behaviour 

(Warner and Hoffman, 1980). 

4.4 Movement 

Many fish move long distances to complete their life cycles where an understanding of these 

movements is essential to studies of their population dynamics (Xiao, 1996a; Hilborn, 1990). 

The implications of fish movements for stock assessment and management are poorly understood 

(Xiao, 1996a). For stock assessment, it is assumed that if fish are not moving while they are 

leads to a loss of potential yields, whereas assuming that they are moving while they are not can 

result in a depletion ofthe most accessible stocks (Xiao, 1996a, 1996b). 
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Fisheries managers and biologists assess interaction between fisheries in different spatial 

locations and define spatial scale of stocks from tagging studies. Fish movements are often 

revealed by arrows, drawn on a chart from where fish were tagged to where they were recaptured. 

This can be seen in Figure 4.2 for tagged and recaptured fish. 

4.4.1 Migration of Blue Cod 

Fish populations have over time developed favourable migration patterns, which in the long term 

secure advantageous circumstances for survival, recruitment and growth. The movement of 

individuals in the same environment will not necessarily be identical and this is an important 

factor to consider when developing fishery models based on tagging results. Whilst random 

movements undoubtedly occur, fish orientate to a variety of directional stimuli and dispersion 

cannot generally be considered as simple diffusion. Movements within a specific area may be 

influenced by many factors, which include the physical environment, food availability, predator 

avoidance, and even sometimes pollution. 

Rapson (1956) first proposed that large-scale migrations of large male blue cod occur, due to loss 

of territory to smaller, more competitive and aggressive males. However it was suggested in 

Blackwell (1997) that migratory blue cod might be generally smaller males, which may not have 

established a territory. Mutch (1983) showed young males were observed having a nomadic 

existence on the reef, where they may feed in a certain area one day but be gone by the next. 

From Mace and Johnston's study in Marlborough Sounds, the size of blue cod also appeared to 

be correlated with movement, with no tagged fish over 300 mm recaptured a significant distance 

from where they had been tagged. It is believed that movement and territorial behaviour of blue 

cod is a very complex relationship (Mace and Johnston, 1983; Mutch, 1983). Results from this 

study (Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4), as well as Mace and Johnston (1983) and Rapson (1956) show 

majority of recaptured fish don't move far from where they were tagged, even though many of 

them were at liberty over at least 1 spawning season (June to November) (Mace and Johnston, 

1983). 
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4.4.2 Feeding Activity of Blue Cod within Territories 

Mutch (1983) showed that juvenile blue cod expend 80% of daily activity feeding on abundant, 

low energy source of interstitial microcrustacean fauna, whereas adults spend 65% of time 

foraging over a larger area of reef for more energy rich and less abundant prey. So the 

distribution of adults appears to relate to availability and location of food, since a shift in feeding 

areas accompanies a dietary change (Mutch, 1983). These factors may influence larger blue cod, 

which hold territories (Rapson, 1956; Mutch, 1983; Carbines, 1998), to stay put and defend its 

site if an abundance of food is present. 

4.5 Marine Reserves 

Russell (1979), stated that despite the high primary productivity of reefs and the high standing 

stocks of reef fishes, the harvestable component of reef fish stocks is probably quite limited and 

could be exhausted quite rapidly by intensive exploitation. Most reef fish are non-migratory, 

often spending their whole lives on the same reef, resulting in being more susceptible to fishing 

pressures than stocks of pelagic or wandering demersal species. 

The concept of marine reserves (the complete closure of an area of seabed to all forms of fishing 

or disturbance) was originally regarded as a conservation tool. Due to diminishing fish stocks 

and increased pressure, fisheries biologists are beginning to use marine reserves to protect New 

Zealand's inshore coastal waters (Cole, 1994; Willis et al., 2000). It was shown by Willis et al. 

(2000) that marine reserves have the potential to act as conservation and fishery management 

tools, by providing a reservoir of commercial and non-commercial species that diffuse into areas 

that can be fished (Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). Although recent studies have described 

positive effects of protection (McCormick and Choat, 1987), more evidence is required to 

demonstrate a 'spillover effect' of commercial species to adjacent areas used for fishing 

(Kingsford and Battershill, 1998). Difficulties in effectively demonstrating reserve effects and 

predicting outcomes are due to 3 factors: inadequate sampling methodology, inadequate survey 

design, and failure to obtain a suitable time series of data both before and after reserve closure 

(Willis et al., 2000). 
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4.5.1 Importance of Marine Reserves 

Marine reserves are a new and additional form of fisheries management (Ballantine, 1997), where 

a reserve relieved of harvesting pressure may benefit fisheries through extra larval supply or adult 

spill over (Ballantine, 1997). This can be beneficial when used in fisheries management, as fish 

will survive longer and grow bigger in a reserve, producing more eggs per unit weight to be 

dispersed, as there is a geometric increase in egg production with increasing weight of fish. 

One aspect of territories and movement of blue cod, which could be important to marine reserves, 

is size of the home range and territory of the species. If a reserve doesn't consider the size of a 

species home range, the reserve will not be beneficial in protecting the stock from exploitation. 

Thus in order to be effective, reserves should be larger than home range size of the target species. 

4.6 OBJECTIVES 

Using the tag return data on blue cod in Paterson Inlet I will be able to get an estimate of the 

movement patterns of blue cod. I will also use these results to determine whether there are any 

differences with size in regards to movement. This movement data could prove useful for the 

management of the blue cod fishery in the Southland Quota Management area, as it may help in 

determining whether stocks will replenish areas of reef where blue cod stocks have been depleted 

due to overfishing. 

4.7RESULTS 

4.7.1 Movement Rates 

From 740 blue cod tagged in Paterson Inlet, recapture studies were undertaken as well as tag 

returns from fishers within the area to work out estimates of movement. Due to insufficient 

information accompanying some tag returns from recreational fishers, movement rates were 

difficult to establish. From three tagging sites on Ulva and Native Island, two sites showed 

movement by fish. This is displayed in Figure 4.2, with arrows showing first capture and 

recapture sites. 
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Figure 4.2. Movement rates of recaptured Blue Cod at Native Island, Paterson Inlet, with 

arrowheads showing site of recapture. 

Blue cod were tagged off the southeast corner, which is influenced by tide, as it floods and ebbs 

from the inlet. These blue cod movement rates could be influenced by tide, in relation to food. 

Depending on the state of tide eddies and sheltered water may be present at these sites. This may 

provide an abundance of food, which could get trapped here, especially salps, comb jellies, sea 

squirts and seaweeds, which blue cod feed upon. So blue cod could be actively feeding at these 

locations on either the ebb or flood of the tide. This would be difficult to resolve, and would 

require further study and high frequency observations at different states of the tide. All blue cod 

seem localised in terms of their movement rates on the same area of reef around Native Island at 

the same scale of less than one kilometre. 
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1 km 
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Figure 4.3 Movement rates of recaptured Blue Cod at Manawahei Nugget, Ulva Island, 

Paterson Inlet, with arrowheads showing site of recapture. 
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From these results movement of blue cod seems to be influenced by Manawahei Nugget. Ulva 

Island is also very similar to Native Island in that it has high tidal flow. Manawahei Nugget is 

exposed to the tidal current that flows past Ulva Island, with a sheltered side being present on the 

flood and ebb tides. From diving observations made around Manawahei Nugget blue cod seemed 

to congregate in the lee of the tidal flow, where they appear to be waiting for food flowing by the 

nugget in the current. One blue cod tagged at this site headed south travelling nearly sixteen 

nautical miles to Port Adventure, which is the only return from a commercial fisher, which can be 

seen below. 

16km 

N=l 

Figure 4.4 Large-scale movement of a blue cod travelling 16 nautical miles 
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Figure 4.5 Movement rates of tagged Blue Cod in Paterson Inlet, in relation to North, 

East, South and West in nautical miles, from initial to recapture sites. 

This graph shows the movements of tagged blue cod in relation to distance and direction. Most 

recaptured fish travelled between the 90° and 180° directions, but at relatively small scale. The 

data are spread evenly in the two directions with not many fish travelling in the Northeast or the 

Southwest direction. These reflect alongshore movements within habitat bands (rocky kelp forest 

reef). So these results show the direction that the reef occupies at the study sites, as the blue cod 

seem to only move along the reef, which is seen in figures 4.2 and 4.3. 
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Figure 4.6 Distance individual Blue Cod from Paterson Inlet had moved after being 

tagged and recaptured. 

The results from movement data show no real trend in blue cod movement patterns with time at 

liberty. One tag return was disregarded due to the scale of this graph, where one blue cod moved 

nearly 16 nautical miles in 350 days. Blue cod seemed to travel a similar sort of distance to each 

other, even though the time at liberty between fish differed. From these data I expected that as 

time at liberty increased the distance travelled would also increase. The lack of a relationship 

between movement and time at liberty could reflect blue cod occupying small home ranges 

within the confines of the inlet. 

4.7.2 Movement with Size 

In order to test whether there were any differences in movement rates by blue cod in two size 

classes an independent sample t-test was performed on the recapture data. Not all fish moved 

from their time of release to their recapture, as well as some fish not having accurate details of 

recapture location. The t-test assumes that the data is continuous, at least approximately 

normally distributed and variances of the two sets are homogenous (Dytham, 1999). For this set 

of data variances are not homogenous, so a 2 tailed, type 3 test was performed. Two hypothesis 

were made before the experiment on movement rates of blue cod, which are as follows, 
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H 0 : Large (:2: 400 mm) and small ( < 400 mm) blue cod show no difference in net 

movement rates. 

HA : Small blue cod ( < 400 mm) have larger net movement rates than large blue cod (> 

400 mm). 

The Hest gave a probability or P-value of 0.332. At the 5% critical level for rejection of the 

hypothesis, 0.332 > 0.05, so this is insignificant, and we can accept the null hypothesis that large 

and small blue cod show no difference with size in regards to net movement rates. 

This is interesting, as studies by Carbines (1999), Mutch (1983) and Rapson (1956) all suggest 

that large blue cod are territorial and smaller fish move across greater distances. The above 

results are not completely consistent with this claim. 
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4.8 DISCUSSION 

The results above provide an insight into the movement patterns of blue cod. Movement of blue 

cod in Paterson Inlet seems to be very difficult to determine as results gathered from this study 

showed no clear trends in movement, however several generalisations can be found. This can be 

seen in figures 4.2 and 4.3, where blue cod movement is shown by the direction of the arrows. 

Movement patterns appeared to be very localised at the same reef where blue cod were tagged. 

There was no observed intermixing between sites at Native Island and Manawahei Nugget 

contrary to expectations. This result suggests that blue cod at these two different sites are living 

as two separate populations with little apparent mixing between the two sites. 

When movement rates of blue cod were plotted against direction travelled, a clear pattern in the 

data was observed. Blue cod only moved in two directions, either Northwest or Southeast. This 

movement of blue cod is related to location of the reef, where the blue cod movement is only 

within habitat patches. 

When distance moved after tagging was plotted against time at liberty, no clear trend could be 

seen. It could be expected that as time at liberty increased the distance travelled would also 

increase, which is not the case observed here. These results could be due to the fact that blue cod 

may be migrating to other reefs on which no tagged fish have been recaptured. Some blue cod 

were recaptured after 371 days, which supports blue cod are surviving well after tagging. 

It was shown by Mutch (1983) that young male blue cod were observed living a nomadic 

existence on reef, where the young males feed in a certain area of reef one day, but then move on 

to a different reef the next day. This may occur in Paterson Inlet, but it is unclear at what scale 

this random movement would occur. At the end of this study underwater visual counts were 

made to see what proportion of the population had tags present. 

Mace and Johnston (1983) showed that size of blue cod is related to movement, where no tagged 

blue cod over 300 mm were recaptured a significant distance from where they had been tagged. 

In this study, blue cod greater or less than 400 mm were used to test whether there was any 

difference in movement with size. Using a Hest the results proved insignificant allowing us to 

accept the null hypothesis that large and small blue cod have similar net movement rates. 
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Carbines (1999) work on blue cod has showed that blue cod in enclosed areas like Paterson Inlet 

and Marlborough Sounds move a smaller distance on average than blue cod in open areas. This 

supports results from this tagging study where blue cod inside Paterson Inlet showed no large

scale movement patterns. One blue cod, which did make a large-scale movement, was recaptured 

again sixteen nautical miles away from its tagging site. This blue cod ( 445 mm) was caught by a 

commercial fisherman between Port Adventure and Breaksea Island (Figure 4.4), which is 

interesting, as large blue cod are said to be territorial and don't migrate large distances. Although 

smaller fish have been shown to travel distances of almost 100 kilometres in less than a year in 

Foveaux Strait. Movement patterns like this for large blue cod could be due to increased 

competition from younger male blue cod, forcing the fish out of its territory, resulting in large 

blue cod having to live a nomadic and roaming existence, or due to spawning or foraging 

migrations. 

In terms of management of the blue cod fishery, the question that blue cod stocks can replenish 

themselves in areas of overfishing is unknown. Movement data gathered in this study show blue 

cod have localised movement within a habitat patch. Some large-scale migration of blue cod 

must occur which is supported by a blue cod travelling nearly 16 nautical miles south. From the 

results there is no evidence for size-specific differences in net movement rates. It is clear that in 

order to gather better estimates of blue cod movement; a tagging study needs to be undertaken 

both inside and outside Paterson Inlet, so mixing between the two groups in terms of movement 

can be estimated. This is important especially to blue cod, a reef species that has a patchy 

distribution, which can be vulnerable to serial depletion. Therefore blue cod net movement rates 

could help determine recovery in areas of serial depletion due to overfishing. 
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S.OSUMMARY 

In recent years, the annual landings of blue cod have continued to increase in New Zealand. 

However there is currently insufficient ecological information available to assess the present 

status of the fishery or to allow the development of appropriate management strategies (Warren et 

al., 1997). In this tagging study fisheries independent abundance estimates were calculated using 

the J olly-Seber method, compared to traditional methods using CPUE data from commercial 

fishers. Growth estimates for both length and weight were calculated from growth increment 

data over a period of liberty in the wild. Growth increments also allowed a length at age curve to 

be achieved using a reformulated von Bertalanffy curve, without otoliths having to be measured. 

Movement data was achieved from the recapture data of tagged blue cod, giving an indication of 

movement rates, and movement between two different size classes of blue cod. 

Cod pots used in this study were smaller than those normally used by commercial fishers. Catch 

rates may be affected by the effectiveness of fishing gear used, the smaller cod pots had two 

entrances compared to four entrances on commercial cod pots. Observations from diving around 

baited cod pots showed blue cod might have had difficulties entering the pot, as some fish were 

lying on top of the pot, while others were waiting around the sides with no entrances. Other 

factors which may influence cod pot catching efficiency is the soak time, behaviour of fish inside 

the pot, type of bait used, and state of the tide. The spatial area within which blue cod are 

attracted to pots is unknown. The effectiveness of fishing gear can be influenced by fish 

behaviour such as territoriality, as well as by fishing method. Commercial fishers set pots in a 

linear sequence in accordance with the tide, to maximise the attractive effect of baited pots 

(Blackwell, 1997). Cod pots in this study were set in the same way, allowing tidal currents to 

carry scent from the bait downstream and provide a ground bait effect. As repeat potting was 

carried out in the study site over the same area, the number of blue cod caught and size was 

unaffected, so it is likely that the attractive effects of cod pots would continue for longer than 

soak times used in the programme. 

Currently, tagging experiments are not extensively used to assess stock abundance or mortality 

largely due to the cost and the practical difficulties related to tagging a representative sample of 

the stock and obtaining unbiased recovery data. There are specific problems associated with 

assessment studies. The major commercially exploited fish stocks are usually very large and 
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distributed over a wide area. This means that tagging studies require marking large numbers of 

fish, and that good cooperation is achieved with fishers to find and report marked fish. In the 

past, tagging experiments have often failed because too few fish have been tagged, or because 

fishers and other members of the industry have been reluctant to report recoveries. It is important 

to ensure that at least as much effort is put into the tag recovery programme as the original 

tagging. This may include extensive advertising of rewards and explaining to fishers the benefits 

of reporting recaptures. 

After the pilot study was completed and results were analysed, it was believed that tagging had 

no effect on blue cod, in terms of mortality or reduced growth. But the actual extent of the 

tagging process may be unknown. In the field blue cod were observed with large algal growths 

on the tags, which must create some extra stress on the fish due to extra resistance from the weed. 

A few fish were kept and dissected to see the effect that tagging had on the tissue of fish. Where 

the tag had entered the fish, there was no negative reaction of body tissue to the tag, as the flesh 

around the tag was healthy and appeared similar to the rest of the fish. 

In this study abundance estimates were achieved for Ulva and Native Island. It is important to 

note that the abundance estimates are only for the study area, as the sample size taken was not a 

true representation of Paterson Inlet. Two different methods were compared for estimating 

abundance, the Jolly-Seber and Peterson method. The Peterson method is to be used only when 

one single tag and recapture event occurs. In the Peterson approach for gaining a population 

estimate, large variance in the result occurred. The Peterson approach provided a second 

equation for estimating abundance in order to reduce variance when number of tag returns were 

equal to or larger than seven. From this equation, the abundance estimate did decrease, but was 

still a large estimate for the blue cod population around the study site. The Jolly-Seber approach 

for measuring abundance showed benefits of using a multi-sample tag and recapture study, 

gaining more precise estimates of fish populations, with each tag/recapture event. From this 

method after only one recapture event a high measure of abundance was also achieved, like what 

resulted from the Peterson approach, with a high level of variance, which can be observed by the 

error bars on the graph in Figure 2.4. 

After multiple recapture events population estimates decreased, with level of variance also 

decreasing. These results support when a tagging study is used for measuring levels of 
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abundance, relying on commercial and recreational fishers and only conducting a single recapture 

event will result in an abundance estimate with large variance. Tag returns from commercial and 

recreational fishers cannot be the sole basis for regaining tag returns from a tagging study, which 

is supported by the number of returns in this study. Very few tag returns occurred from other 

fishers, with most recaptures being achieved by recapture events using cod pots in Paterson Inlet. 

It is likely that fishers tended to overlook tags (which are often discoloured or covered with 

marine growth) when returning undersized fish to the sea, or that they failed to report captures of 

blue cod (Mace and Johnston, 1983). Recapture events were conducted around the study sites but 

more recaptures might have resulted if recapture events were achieved outside Paterson Inlet, 

which may help fully resolve movement patterns. 

An unbalanced stratified sampling design was used to gain an estimate of abundance around the 

study sites, as it was shown by Andrew and Mapstone (1987), that this method is best used when 

a population estimate is required. Due to blue cod having a patchy distribution, the replication at 

each level of the programme was not consistent across all treatments. Commercial fishers also 

target these aggregations, where this fishing effort is used to measure the state of the fisheries 

from CPUE data. As fishers move from site to site, there is little change in effort, however the 

population may becoming depleted by serial depletion of subpopulations. To gain a more 

detailed view of population estimates it is important to have independent measures either from 

tag/recapture studies or visual counts due to the inaccuracies of each method. 

Studies have also shown that there is a difference in movement rates with size of fish, where 

small blue cod travel greater distances than large blue cod. This did not occur among the 

returned fish in this study, with the greatest distance being by one of the larger tagged blue cod. 

Two size classes were used to determine any difference in net movement with size. Blue cod 

larger or smaller than 400 mm were used to test this theory, but did not produce a significant 

result. So it was concluded for this study that there was no difference in net movement between 

the two different size classes of blue cod in Paters on Inlet. 

Movement patterns of blue cod in enclosed waterways have been previously studied in research 

conducted by Carbines (1998), and Mace and Johnston (1983). These studies have shown blue 

cod in enclosed waterways to move far less on average than blue cod in open waters. In my 
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study tagging events only occurred in Paterson Inlet, thus movement patterns were expected to be 

at a small scale. Half the recaptured fish did not move any significant distance from where they 

were released and the other half only moved a small distance, up to about 0.423 nautical miles, 

which is just under 800 metres. Carbines (1998) showed that in enclosed waterways blue cod had 

an average movement of 2000 metres. Movement patterns of blue cod appeared to be very 

localised at the same reef where they were tagged. No intermixing between the sites of Native 

Island and Manawahei Nugget occurred, which suggests blue cod are living as two separate 

populations with little apparent mixing. There are likely to be many underlying factors involving 

movement of blue cod, for example competition, food availability, mating season, and habitat. A 

clear pattern in movement rates was observed when plotted against direction travelled. 

Movement only occurred in two directions, either Northwest or Southeast. This movement is 

related to the location of the reef, where the blue cod movement is only within habitat patches. 

It has been widely accepted that blue cod make mass migrations from time to time. According to 

Robertson (1973), blue cod off Otago migrate from inshore waters to deeper offshore waters to 

spawn. Results from this study and that of Rapson (1956) and Mace and Johnston (1983), show 

that majority of recaptured fish had not moved away from where they were tagged, even though 

many of them were at liberty over at least one spawning season (August to November). This 

suggests that blue cod must have returned to the same area after spawning migration, not 

spawned at all, or spawned in the habitat in which they normally live (Mace and Johnston, 1983). 

The lattermost explanation is the most likely, as Rapson (1956) found blue cod eggs at most of 

his sampling sites in and outside of the Marlborough Sounds (Mace and Johnston, 1983). From 

the available literature, it would appear that food availability and competition between blue cod, 

especially from newly arriving recruits could be important. One blue cod which did not follow 

the observed trend in movement patterns within the inlet headed south to Port Adventure, 

travelling 16 nautical miles, over the 321 days at liberty. This blue cod was a large fish when 

tagged at 445 mm long, and when recaptured by a commercial fisherman 321 days later was 485 

mm long. From talking to the fisherman the blue cod was a male and in very good condition. It 

is believed that large male blue cod are territorial and defend an area with a group of females 

present. It us unknown why a fish would travel south over such a large distance, but one 

possibility is that the blue cod was forced out of its territory by younger more aggressive fish. 

Travelling such a large distance has not appeared to hinder the blue cod as the fish grew in length 
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and was in very good condition when recaptured. So along its travels an abundance of food must 

have been found inorder for the blue cod to grow while expending energy swimming south. 

The Southland blue cod fishery is believed to be one of the most productive in New Zealand, 

where blue cod reach larger size and have higher growth rates than blue cod further north. 

Growth studies based on tagging experiments have long been of considerable importance in 

fisheries research. This is easily understood because tagging experiments have so far provided 

the only opportunity of measuring growth of individual fish in the natural state over a precisely 

known period of time (Barnes, 1970). Growth rates seem to decrease the further north blue cod 

live, which is believed to be associated to cooler waters in the south, and also food supply. In 

this study an estimate of growth rate in terms of length resulted from recaptured blue cod. The 

estimate of 2.7 mrn!month was for blue cod between 260-440 mm TL was compatible to 

Rapson's study on blue cod in 1956, where Rapson found blue cod have a growth rate of 2.8 

mm/month for fish over 8 years of age. This supports blue cod grow faster in the south, as blue 

cod in Marlborough Sounds only have a growth rate of 1.7 mm!month. Growth rates in terms of 

length and weight showed no real trend in the data, with much variability among individuals. 

This suggests more variability in growth for the wild population when compared to the pilot 

study. In the pilot study in a controlled environment blue cod length followed a typical 

asymptotic trajectory, and weight followed a typical geometric gain. 

From the length and weight data for blue cod in Paterson Inlet a regression equation allowed an 

equation relating length and weight. Most observations of fish either underwater or from 

recreational fishers are in terms of length. However the importance of fish, either in the 

ecosystem or to the fisherman, is better measured by weight. In this study it was found that the 

relationship is Weight = 0.00009(Length)2
·
72

• In an unpublished report by the Ministry of 

Fisheries an estimate for the relationship was Weight = 0.00002(Length)2
·
95

• The results from 

these two relationships between length and weight are very close, the similar power function 

shows the curve of the graphs are similar. Larger blue cod had a higher weight gain compared to 

smaller fish, which could be due to larger fish consuming more energy rich food but found in less 

abundance, compared to smaller fish who spend a large part of their day foraging on more 

abundant less energy rich food. 
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No otoliths were collected from any blue cod, so a reformulated von Bertalanffy growth curve 

was used to get size at age data from the growth increments. The growth curve resulted in a L= of 

480.6 mm and K = 0.298. Carbines (1998) undertook a length at age study using otoliths in 

Foveaux Strait which resulted in L= of 416 mm and K = 0.3, so although no otoliths were 

collected in this study, the results are similar to those obtained by Carbines (1998) using otoliths 

for actual length at age. From the von Bertalanffy growth curve (Figure 3.16) it could be seen 

that blue cod reach minimum legal size close to five years old. The further north blue cod live 

the longer it takes to reach minimum legal size, due to higher growth rates in the south. To 

counteract these slower growth rates in the north, blue cod reach sexual maturity at a smaller size 

and a younger age. In Northland blue cod reach sexual maturity at 100-190 mm TL at 2 years 

old, in Marlborough Sounds at 210-260 mm TL at 3-6 years old, and in Southland blue cod reach 

sexual maturity at 260-280 mm and 4-5 years old. It can be seen that minimum legal size has 

been regulated to allow the fish at least a couple of years at sexual maturity before they can be 

taken legally, which helps with replenishing fish stocks for the future. In the north blue cod reach 

sexual maturity at a younger and smaller age, which could be a way of maximising the fish's 

productivity due to slow growth rates found there. In Southland blue cod reach sexual maturity at 

a larger size and an older age, but as the fish is larger when sexually mature, it allows greater egg 

production as egg production increases with increasing body size. 

At each study site there appeared to be differences in size classes of blue cod. From each site 

these size classes were compared on size frequency histograms, to find out whether there were 

differences between sites. For Manawahei Nugget and Southeast Native Island sites, a trend 

appeared in the results, where a bimodal distribution could be seen. In this bimodal distribution, 

there were two distinct size classes; both large and small blue cod. At Northeast Native Island, a 

skewed distribution resulted, where most large fish above the legal size were absent. A 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test whether there is a difference in size between 

Manawahei Nugget and Northeast Island, which tested significant showing blue cod at these sites 

come from two different populations. It is unsure what caused this smaller distribution, but one 

likely possibility is overfishing, where size selective fishing removes the legal sized blue cod. 

Another possibility could be due to habitat, as large kelp beds dominate Northeast Native Island. 

Blue cod don't normally live in and around large areas of kelp, as they mainly live on reef edges 
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around foul ground. Kelp has a dampening effect on rough seas, which may provide shelter for 

the smaller blue cod. 

Tagging experiments suggest blue cod populations may be isolated from each other and distinct 

within quota management areas. This has already been observed in Fiordland, where there is 

great concern over sustainability of blue cod stocks. The fiords appear to be suffering from serial 

depletion, where fishers are only fishing aggregations of blue cod, which is, and will destroy fish 

stocks within this area. Another important issue that arises in Fiordland regards productivity of 

substocks, where it is unknown how growth and recruitment rates vary among different fiords. 

This same problem can arise in other enclosed waterways, like Paterson Inlet and Marlborough 

Sounds. CPUE data is normally used to measure the state of the fish stocks, but for clumped or 

territorial species like blue cod, this type of information does not always give a true record of 

effort. As fish become depleted in one area, fishers can move to new fishing grounds to maintain 

their catch rates. The usual trawl surveys of stock assessment are not appropriate for blue cod, as 

they inhabit reef and foul ground. This supports the use of fisheries independent data, like 

tagging studies due to problems with serial depletion of divided stocks. It is unknown if there is 

more than one stock of blue cod in New Zealand, where at present the QMAs are used as a basis 

for fishstocks. The basis for choosing these boundaries was a general review of the distribution 

and relative abundance of blue cod within the fishery. 

From the results it appeared that mainly small-scale movement occurs among the blue cod in 

Paterson Inlet. Mace and Johnston (1983) believed blue cod might exhibit complex small-scale 

migratory behaviour, in response to tidal currents, which may account for the trend in the 

movement data. It was initially believed that intermixing would result between the sites, but the 

results suggest otherwise. This process of intermixing can be important for replenishing fish 

stocks in areas of serial depletion, which may have resulted from overfishing. So the extent to 

which overfished areas are replenished is unknown. Some large scale movement must have 

resulted among blue cod in this study, as observational dives were undertaken, and the amount of 

tagged cod seen, were in no means the same number that were released after tagging. 

In the Southland blue cod fishery the annual T ACC has never been caught; reasons for this 

include few full-time blue cod fishers, with many blue cod fishers also fishing for rock lobster, 
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and a limited number of suitable fishing days due to weather conditions. Blue cod is a popular 

bait in the rock lobster fishery, where amount of blue cod used is unknown, particularly as quota 

is not currently required for fish used as bait (Warren et al., 1997). Situations have arisen where 

blue cod quota holders are adamant that no cuts should be made to the blue cod TACC while 

there is currently no limit on the amount of blue cod used as rock lobster bait. This fact leads you 

to believe that the MCY is probably conservative due to the under-reporting of catch and large 

fluctuations in effort caused by movement of blue cod fishers to the rock lobster fishery. 

Concern has been raised over the amount of blue cod taken by recreational fishers, especially in 

relation to increasing tourism in the region, and the popularity of charter boat fishing trips 

(Warren et al., 1997). Recreational bag limits of blue cod have already been reduced in Paterson 

Inlet from 30 to 15, as a basis for managing this fish stock. Marlborough Sounds also has a 

smaller bag limit of 10 blue cod, to help sustain the fisheries for the future. From the results and 

other literature on blue cod in enclosed waterways, they can be susceptible to serial depletion if 

fish stocks are not replenishing themselves after overfishing. It is believed restricting 

commercial fishing in Paterson Inlet has helped considerably with improving the fishery, which 

is also supported by personal diving within the inlet where at some sites great abundances of blue 

cod and other reef fish are present. It is also believed by both recreational and commercial 

fishers that increasing the size of the mesh on cod pots has helped increase the amount and size of 

blue cod present around Southland (Warren et al., 1997). Before the mesh had been increased it 

was believed that 65% of captured blue cod were undersize, and when these fish were released, 

50% died due to predation by mollymawks. This increase in mesh size has only been enforced 

around Southland, and could benefit fisheries in other QMAs in the same way that use cod pots 

by increasing minimum mesh size. Fiordland seems at serious risk to losing the blue cod fishery 

completely from inside the fiords, due to overfishing. One way in which this problem could be 

addressed would be to close off the fiords from commercial fishing. This may meet some strong 

objections, but it will benefit the fisheries for the future. Blue cod have a pelagic egg phase, 

which are at the mercy of the oceans currents for five days after spawning, and are pelagic for 

another five days before settling (Rapson, 1956; Warren et al., 1997). This means juveniles will 

be travelling outside the fiord, which may help replenish diminished stocks both within and 

outside the fiord. 
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Reef areas such as those found in Paterson Inlet and Fiordland support a large number of fish 

which can be vulnerable to exploitation. Most reef fishes are non-migratory, where many species 

spend their whole lives on the same small patch of reef, and they are thus more susceptible to 

fishing pressures than stocks of pelagic or wandering fish species (Russel, 1977). The problem is 

especially severe for small isolated reefs, and there are numerous examples where reef fish 

populations have suffered marked local depletion through overfishing (Russel, 1977). No-take 

marine reserves offer a new and additional form of fisheries management. Over the past 20 years 

New Zealand has demonstrated that such reserves are practical and provide valuable support for 

science, education, recreation, conservation and social economics (Ballantine, 1996). Single 

marine reserves are unlikely to be self-sustaining, since most marine organisms have remote 

dispersal mechanisms (e.g. planktonic larvae). A network of reserves would be needed to 

provide sustainability, which would support exploited fish stocks (Ballantine, 1996). These 

reserves allow eggs, larvae and adults to move out of the area, which can help sustain fish stocks 

in other areas, and with the absence of exploitation the breeding potential is likely to increase. 

This theory may have a particular benefit to enclosed areas like Fiordland, where each individual 

fiord or part of the fiord can act as self-sustaining network of marine reserves which can increase 

the sustainability of the blue cod fishery around the Fiordland coastline. 

Blue cod from Paterson Inlet and Southland appear to be in a good state, based on their growth 

rates compared to other regions around New Zealand. Fisheries independent data like the multi 

sample tag and recapture programme seems the best way of getting precise population estimates, 

which may help with fisheries management in the area. This fisheries independent data seems to 

be more accurate than CPUE data, for the state of the fishery in an area, especially for a territorial 

or aggregated species like blue cod. While the blue cod in Paterson Inlet and surrounding islands 

probably belong to the same stock, there is a tendency for most fish to stay in the same place for 

extended periods. It has been proposed that blue cod may at times form large migratory or 

feeding shoals, but this is not confirmed from tagging studies. Information on movement rates 

can help contribute to our understanding of whether fish populations can replenish areas that have 

become depleted due to overfishing. Blue cod appear to be relatively sedentary, and any 

population analysis whether based on mark/recapture studies or on catch statistics, must be 

viewed with some caution. 
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